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Introduction

Surfaces, thin films and low dimensional systems represent a favourable scenario

for physical phenomena of practical and fundamental interest.

In general solid-solid or solid-vacuum interfaces are the preferred context for

chemical reactions, atomic rearrangement, diffusion. The surface is in addition

the place where the interaction of the solid with the external realizes, for example

through the creation of chemical bonding that is at the basis of many fundamental

phenomena like nucleation, layer’s growth, catalysis and others.

Among the factors that influence the surface specific phenomena, the elec-

tronic properties play a fundamental role. Indeed the electronic states of the

system reflect the chemical nature of the constituent elements, their spatial ex-

tent and mutual interaction, and they have an active part in determining the

physical properties. In particular when an interface is created, the electronic

properties can change considerably with respect to the bulk case.

The primary point is that at the surface new electronic states arise, whose

propagation in the bulk is prevented. Due to the spatial localization normal

to the surface of their wave-function these states are sensitive to the chemical

environment in proximity of the surface and they are strongly affected by the

interaction with different external systems.

A challenging situation in which such interaction occurs is represented for

example by the gradual growth of a thin film on a surface. Since the adsorption

of a single atom up to the completion of one monolayer, the electronic properties

of the system evolve continuously and the most evident changes pertain to the

surface states.

The surface states have also an active role in electron-dynamics, being usually

the channel for the electronic transport and for the decay processes involving
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electrons. The efficiency of the surface state mediated processes depends on the

lifetime of such states, i.e. on the time spent by the electrons on them. For

the surface features this time can be considerably long, so that they can act as

transient states in a large variety of phenomena.

These peculiarities make surface states suitable for applications in electronic

devices and motivated their increasing relevance in the field of nano-physics.

The detailed understanding of the electronic properties of low dimensional

systems in general is of primary importance in forming a coherent view of the in-

terface phenomena and their perspective of application. During the last decades

an intensive scientific research both experimental and theoretical has been de-

voted to surfaces and thin films.

Although accurate experimental techniques have been developed, the exper-

imental results are often of difficult interpretation. For example the coexistence

of many factors, sometimes not easily distinguishable, that contribute to the in-

vestigated properties can hinder an immediate understanding of the measured

quantities.

On the other hand the theoretical analysis has been hindered by the great

computational effort required for a realistic description of such complex systems.

Electronic structure calculations suffer indeed from the reduced symmetry of

the system that prevents the application of the Bloch condition, requiring an

integration of the Schrödinger equation over an infinite volume. In addition the

treatment of the electron-electron interaction constitutes a demanding task.

In order to deal with such difficulties many strategies and methods have been

developed. For what concerns the electron-electron interaction, the Hartree-Fock

approach and subsequently the Density Functional Theory have been adopted to

reduce the problem to a single-particle one and to accede to the ground state

properties.

The drawback to treat systems with reduced symmetry has been often tackled

introducing a fictitious periodicity, using a supercell approach in which a slab

of finite width, containing the interface, is considered and periodic boundary

conditions are applied. Although this formalism gives an efficient estimation of

some properties, for example the total energy, the adsorption configurations and

the atomic arrangement, it is lacking of accuracy in the description of the surface
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states. Indeed due to the finite size of the system the electronic features are

discrete states along the surface normal direction. As a consequence no qualitative

difference between bulk states and interface/surface ones can be evidenced, and

they are only arbitrarily distinguished on the basis of the spatial localization of

the wave function. Moreover the degree of hybridization between surface localized

states and the bulk ones can not be correctly estimated.

The characterization of the spectral properties can be considerably improved

by considering the semi-infinite character of the system. Different methods have

been proposed to reach this goal.

We make use of the embedding method of Inglesfield that restricts the calcula-

tion to a limited region of space and introduces the effect of the semi-infinite solid

through a non local energy dependent term in the Hamiltonian. This approach,

which was developed within Density Functional Theory (DFT) framework, re-

vealed really suitable for studying metal surfaces.

The aim of this thesis is to study how the spectral properties of a metal surface

are modified by the interaction with different chemical species.

Two limiting cases will be analyzed: the simplest example of interaction repre-

sented by a single atom on a surface and the steady phase proper of the completion

of the first monolayer.

A brief outline of the embedding method and a simple example of application

will be given in Chapters 1 and 2, respectively.

The single atom adsorption will be the object of the first section of the thesis.

The details of the implementation will be presented in Chapter 3 while the results

will be discussed in Chapter 4.

The second part of this thesis will be devoted to ultra-thin films. The imple-

mentation of the embedding for realistic surfaces will be given in Chapter 5 while

the results for three different ultra-thin films on metal surfaces will be shown in

Chapters 6, 7, 8.

The analysis of the spectral properties of the studied systems will be performed

both from a fundamental point of view by characterizing the physical nature of the

electronic states, and also with an applicative aim, as a support of experimental

findings. Unless stated otherwise, atomic units will be used (e = me = ~ = 1) in

this thesis.
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Chapter 1

The embedding method: general

theory

The embedding method, that was developed by J. E. Inglesfield in 1981 (76), can

be applied to the study of extended systems whose symmetry is reduced by the

presence of a localized perturbation. There are many examples of such situation:

impurities in bulk systems (75), atoms or molecules adsorbed on a surface, clean

surfaces, multi-layers and interfaces in general. Since the publication of the above-

mentioned paper of Inglesfield, the embedding method has found applications in

non-relativistic solid-state physics (13; 36; 37; 51; 52; 82; 83; 86; 161; 162), in

molecular theory (38; 39; 79), and to study electronic transport in nanowires

(84). Moreover, the ideas forming the background of the method were applied by

Inglesfield in electromagnetism (77), resulting in the application of the technique

in the field of photonics (91). Finally, Crampin (35) has presented an extension

of the embedding method to bound and continuum states of Dirac particles.

The method exploits the fact that in systems characterized by an efficient elec-

tronic screening, such as for example in metals, a whatever perturbation induced

on the charge density has a limited extension in space. The Schrödinger equation

can be solved then within such a region only, reducing the computational effort.

Nevertheless in order to account for the unperturbed system beyond the embed-

ded region and its effect on the solution, appropriate boundary conditions are

imposed through an auxiliary term in the Hamiltonian, namely the embedding

potential.
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1. THE EMBEDDING METHOD: GENERAL THEORY

The embedding approach was developed within Density Functional Theory

(DFT) (72; 94) for which the charge density is the key quantity and that allows

to accede to the ground state electronic properties. In this thesis we maintain

this single particle approach.

In order to solve the Kohn-Sham equation the Green’s function formalism is

adopted that results suitable for calculating the physical quantity of interest and

for handling boundary conditions. In this chapter an outline of the method will

be presented and the embedding equation will be derived. For more details on

the embedding method formalism and its applications see Ref. (78).

1.1 The general formulation

In its general formulation the embedding method was developed for a wave-

function defined as follows:

Ψ(r) =

{
φ(r) r ∈ I

ψ(r) r ∈ II
(1.1)

where φ(r) is a trial solution in the perturbed region I while ψ(r) is the solution

of the Schrödinger equation in the unperturbed system II at energy ε:

[−1

2
∇2 + V (r)]ψ(r) = εψ(r) r ∈ II. (1.2)

The wave-functions ψ(r) and φ(r) match on the surface S.

The derivation of the method is based on the variational principle which is

used to minimize the total energy of the system. This one can be written as:

E[φ, ψ] =

∫
I
drφ∗Hφ+ ε

∫
II
drψ∗ψ + 1

2

∫
S
drs(φ

∗ ∂φ
∂ns
− ψ∗ ∂ψ

∂ns
)∫

I
drφ∗φ+

∫
II
drψ∗ψ

. (1.3)

where ns is the surface normal pointing out the region I.

The aim is to solve the problem in the perturbed region only. For this purpose

all the terms containing the unperturbed solution ψ(r) in Eq. (1.3) can be ex-

pressed as a function of φ(r) and of the unperturbed Green’s function G0(r, r
′;E)

evaluated on the surface S.
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1.1 The general formulation

The single particle Green’s function is the solution of:

[
− 1

2
∇2 + V (r)− E

]
G(r, r′;E) = δ(r− r′) (1.4)

where E is in general a complex energy, while V (r) can be the Kohn-Sham effec-

tive potential Veff (r) in the Density Functional framework. The Green’s function

is related to the Kohn-Sham eigenstates ψi(r) by its spectral relationship:

G(r, r′;E) =
∑
i

ψi(r)ψ∗i (r
′)

εi − E
, (1.5)

where εi are the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues.

In the following formulation of the embedding method the retarded Green’s

function is considered.

Coming back to the expression of the total energy, we can express ∂ψ
∂ns

in term

of the surface inverse of the Green’s function. Exploiting the arbitrarity of the

boundary conditions we construct G0(r, r
′;E) to have zero normal derivative on

the embedding surface S:
∂G0(r, rs, ε)

∂ns
= 0. (1.6)

This condition leads to the fundamental relationship:

ψ(r) = −1

2

∫
S

dr′SG0(r, r
′
S, E)

∂ψ(r′S)

∂n′S
. (1.7)

This important result of the theory shows that if we know the normal derivative

of the wave-function on a closed surface and we know the Green’s function G0

within that region, we can find the wave-function everywhere. Finally introducing

the definition of the surface inverse of the Green’s function G−1
0 :∫

S

drSG
−1
0 (r′′S, rS, E)G−1

0 (rS, r
′
S, E) = δ(r′′S − r′S), (1.8)

we can invert Eq. (1.7), with r ∈ S :

∂ψ(rS)

∂nS
= −2

∫
S

dr′SG
−1
0 (rS, r

′
S, E)ψ(r′S). (1.9)
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1. THE EMBEDDING METHOD: GENERAL THEORY

The remaining volume integral containing ψ(r) in Eq. (1.3) can be eliminated

differentiating the Eq. (1.2) with respect to ε. Through a series of formal manip-

ulation one obtains:

E[φ, ε] =

∫
I
drφ∗Hφ+

∫
S
drsφ

∗ ∂φ
∂ns

+
∫
S
drs
∫
S
dr′sφ

∗(G−1
0 − ε

∂G−1
0

∂ε
)φ∫

I
drφ∗φ−

∫
S
drs
∫
S
dr′sφ

∗(
∂G−1

0

∂ε
)φ

, (1.10)

in which no more terms containing the unperturbed wave-function are present.

By minimizing E[φ, ε] with respect to variations in φ and ε it is possible to

obtain the solutions of the problem in region I which match both in amplitude

and derivative onto the solution on II. If we vary Eq. (1.10) with respect to the

trial function φ, we obtain the following equation:[
− 1

2
∇2 +

1

2
δ(r− rs)

∂

∂ns
+ veff (r)

]
φ(r)

+ δ(r− rs)

∫
S

dr′s

[
G−1

0 (rs, r
′
s, ε) + (E − ε)∂G

−1
0 (rs, r

′
s, ε)

∂ε

]
φ(r′s)

= Eφ(r) r ∈ I. (1.11)

Varying E[φ, ε] with respect to ε we have the following additional condition:

(E − ε)
∫
S

drs

∫
S

dr′sφ
∗(rs)

∂2G−1
0 (rs, r

′
s, ε)

∂ε2
φ∗(r′s) = 0. (1.12)

The Eq. (1.12) is fulfilled if:

ε = E (1.13)

or otherwise
∂2G−1

0 (rs, r
′
s, ε)

∂ε2
= 0. (1.14)

It is possible to demonstrate that only the former gives both φ and ψ that solve

the Schrödinger equation in the region where they are defined, and that correctly

join on the separation surface S. Inserting Eq. (1.13) in Eq. (1.11) one obtain

the embedding equation:[
− 1

2
∇2 +

1

2
δ(r− rs)

∂

∂ns
+ veff (r)

]
φ(r)

+ δ(r− rs)

∫
S

dr′sG
−1
0 (rs, r

′
s, E)φ(r′s) = Eφ(r) (1.15)

10



1.1 The general formulation

that gives the perturbed solution φ. The surface inverse of the Green function is

the so-called embedding potential.

We chose to deal with the Green’s functions, due to the immediacy in the

calculation of the physical quantity of interest, namely the Local Density of States

(LDOS):

σ(r, E) = lim
δ→0

1

π
=mG(r, r, E + iδ) (1.16)

and the charge density:

ρ(r) =
1

π
=m

∫ EF

−∞
dEG(r, r, E). (1.17)

Note that all the density of states we will show in the following chapters are

LDOS integrated in a spatial volume.

The embedding equation can be rewritten as:

[−1

2
∇2 + veff (r)− E]G(r, r′, E)

+ δ(r− rs)

[
1

2

∂G(rs, r
′, E)

∂ns
+

∫
S

dr′′sG
−1
0 (rs, r

′′
s , E)G(r′′s , r

′, E)

]
= δ(r− r′) r, r′ ∈ I. (1.18)

The goal is then to solve this embedding equation in order to find G. In

practice in our calculation we expand G in a basis set {χµ(r)}

G(r, r′, E) =
∑
µµ′

Gµµ′(E)χµ(r)χ∗µ′(r
′). (1.19)

Inserting this expansion in Eq. (1.18) and integrating over the embedding region,

we obtain the matrix equation:∑
µ′′

{Hµµ′′ + [G−1
0 (E)]µµ′′ − EOµµ′′}Gµ′′µ′(E) = δµµ′ , (1.20)

where Hµµ′ is the matrix element of the Hamiltonian plus the surface derivative

term; [G−1
0 (E)]µµ′ is the matrix element of the embedding potential; Oµµ′ is the

overlap matrix element in the embedded region.

Once the Green’s function is derived the LDOS of the system and the charge

density can be easily computed as shown before.
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1. THE EMBEDDING METHOD: GENERAL THEORY

The calculation of the LDOS and the charge density requires to handle with

the energy dependence of G through an appropriate choice of the energy contours.

In the computation of LDOS the Green’s function is evaluated on a path in the

complex plane, with a small imaginary part δ. This small imaginary contribution

to E causes the fictitious broadening of the discrete features in the Density of

States. For the evaluation of the charge density the analyticity of the Green’s

function in the complex plane can be exploited. As a consequence any kind of

contour can be chosen, as long as its end lies on the real axis. A very convenient

choice consists in adopting a semi-circular contour so that a large part of this

path lies far away from the real axis and the poles of the Green’s function. In

this way an accurate integration is possible using a limited number of sampling

points. Although the integral in Eq. (1.17) extends from the lowest lying state

up to the Fermi level, the semi-circular contour is commonly constructed starting

from the lower edge of the valence band and the core states, that are discrete

ones, are added with a summation.
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Chapter 2

The one dimensional Chulkov

potential: a simple model for

metal surfaces

In this chapter we will apply the embedding method to a simple model poten-

tial for metal surfaces, in order to show the capabilities of the method and to

familiarize with the physical quantities of interest in the study of the spectral

properties.

The simplest model for metal surfaces is represented by the jellium in which

a semi-infinite homogeneous background of positive charge replaces the atomic

nuclei. Since the pioneering work of Bardeen (87), jellium was widely applied

to produce a series of interesting results about ground state surface properties

(14; 95; 97; 100), adsorption processes (80; 81; 96; 98; 101; 102; 103) and also to

treat the fundamental problems of the electron-electron interaction resulting in

the Local Density Approximation (27; 128; 133) in Density Functional Theory.

Also the embedding method has been applied to jellium, confirming the results

of Lang and Kohn for what concerns charge distribution and potential.

Nevertheless due to the extremely simplified potential used for the surface,

the jellium model does not allow a realistic description of the surface electronic

properties of the realistic bulk substrate.

The one dimensional potential proposed by E. V. Chulkov (32) improves the

quality of the results, as will be presented in the following.
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2. THE ONE DIMENSIONAL CHULKOV POTENTIAL: A
SIMPLE MODEL FOR METAL SURFACES

In this chapter, after a brief description of the model and of the details for the

solution of the embedding equation, the calculation for a standard noble metal

surface will be presented, namely Cu(111). In the discussion of the results we

will place emphasis on the advantages in using the embedding approach instead

of a supercell one.

2.1 One dimensional modulated potential

The description of the surface specific electronic properties can take advantage

in the introduction of the modulation of the potential due to the atomic nuclei.

The simplest solution is to include at first such a modulation perpendicular to

the surface and to maintain a constant potential in the direction parallel to the

surface. In this way one has to deal with a one-dimensional problem.

Recently a very suitable one dimensional potential has been proposed by E.

V. Chulkov and co-workers (32). This potential is built in order to reproduce

the surface specific properties. Due to its simplicity and efficiency the model has

found large application in surface science physics. For a review see Ref. (44).

The 1D-Chulkov potential describes the surface through an effective pseu-

dopotential which includes a cosine shape in the bulk and surface region, an

exponential function out of the surface and an image tail in the vacuum:

V (z) =


A10 + A1 cos 2π

as
z, z < 0

−A20 + A2 cos βz, 0 < z < z1

A3 exp[−α(z − z1)], z1 < z < zim
exp[−λ(z−zim)]−1

4(z−zim)
, z > zim

(2.1)

The potential has ten parameters whose meaning is clear from the Fig. 2.1.

Four of them are independent, the other ones can be deduced requiring the con-

tinuity of the potential both in amplitude and derivative in the whole space. The

potential reproduces the experimental band gap, work function and the surface

states binding energies, through an appropriate choice of the adjustable parame-

ters.

Among the approaches used to describe surfaces with the Chulkov model the

supercell technique has been the most adopted one in last years. Within this

14



2.1 One dimensional modulated potential

as

Figure 2.1: The Chulkov 1D model potential.

framework the quality of the results depends on the extension of the slab in

the direction perpendicular to the surface and converges increasing the number

of layer included in the calculation region. Good results for what concerns the

resolution of surface resonances can be obtained including some tens of atomic

layers and vacuum within the slab (29).

Differently, within the embedding approach the calculation can be performed

in a small cell whose extension (L) includes few atomic layers and a vacuum

region beyond the surface.

The properties of the semi-infinite bulk and vacuum are included through

the embedding potential, defined on the embedding surfaces (points in one-

dimensional problems) that limit the embedded region.

Before to analyze the results showing the main differences due to the two

different approaches, let us focus on some technical aspects of the calculation.

In order to find the solution for this system, one has to solve the Eq. (1.20).

All the matrix elements in Eq. (1.20) are obtained through an expansion on an

appropriate basis set. The system geometry and the expression of the potential

15



2. THE ONE DIMENSIONAL CHULKOV POTENTIAL: A
SIMPLE MODEL FOR METAL SURFACES

suggest to adopt a basis set such as:

χn(z) =

{
cos(knz) n even

sin(knz) n odd
(2.2)

where kn = nπ/L̃. Note that the basis set is defined on a region L̃ which is

slightly larger than L, in order to avoid any constraint to the solution on the

boundaries of the embedded region.

For what concerns the embedding potential, the following relationship can be

derived from the Eq. (1.9):

G−1
0 (zs, zs, E) = 2

∂ logψE(z)

∂z

∣∣∣∣
zs

(2.3)

that relates the embedding potential to the logarithmic derivative of the solution

ψ(zs) of the Schrödinger equation on S at a particular energy E.

On the bulk side, thanks to the periodicity of the potential (V (z) = V (z+as),

where as is the lattice parameter), the Floquet analysis (1) can be applied and

the transfer matrix technique is used to evaluate ψ(zs). For the formal details of

this procedure see the Appendix A.

The calculation is performed by defining at first a discrete set of energy points

in which the embedding potential is computed. From the bulk side the embed-

ding surface is always fixed in correspondence of a maximum of the potential.

The Schrödinger equation in the bulk is then solved with a standard numerical

method and the coefficients of the transfer matrix are obtained. Consequently the

eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the Floquet-Bloch equation are determined.

Due to the periodicity of the bulk potential the two solutions ψ1,2(x) that can

be derived satisfy:

ψ1,2(z) = uk(z)e±ikz with : k =
√

2(E − Vb). (2.4)

However only plane waves traveling inwards the embedded region should be

considered and therefore only the ψ2 can be retained. There are two different

subsets of solutions: for E < Vb there will be complex values of k with =mk 6= 0,

leading to solutions non-integrable in bulk; for E > Vb, k will assume real values

through the dispersion relationship E = k2

2
+ Vb.
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2.1 One dimensional modulated potential

Finally using the ψ2(z) in Eq. (2.3) the embedding potential is determined as:

G−1
0 (zs, zs, E) = ik +

d log(uk(z, E))

dz

∣∣∣∣∣
zs

. (2.5)

On the vacuum side the embedding surface cuts the image potential tail. In

order to determine the solution for the image potential in vacuum the Numerov

algorithm is applied. The embedding potential is thus evaluated through the

logarithmic derivative of the wave-function.

Recently a different approach for the application of the embedding method to

the 1D Chulkov potential has been proposed by J. E. Inglesfield (2).

Once that the embedding potential is known, the matrix equation (1.20) can

be solved, being the overlap matrix and the Hamiltonian matrix elements of

easier calculation. The Green’s function of the system is then used to compute

the physical quantities of interest.

In the next section the results obtained for Cu(111) will be presented. The

independent parameters of the Chulkov potential used to obtain these results are

those reported in Ref. (32) for the clean Cu(111) surface (A10 = −11.895 eV,

A1 = 5.14 eV, A2 = 4.3279 eV, β = 2.9416).

The width of the embedded region chosen for the calculation is 20 Å. It in-

cludes five atomic layers (interlayer spacing aS = 2.08 Å) and about 5 Å of

vacuum. Anyway it is worthwhile to stress here that in this particular applica-

tion of the embedding method the width of the embedded region is not relevant

in determining the solution for the problem.

The suggested requirement for the embedded region is that it should be large

enough to allow a complete screening of the perturbation. Differently, in this case

the effective potential is given a priori so that it already contains the screening

effects. The solution is thus univocally determined. We will return on this im-

portant point in Section 2.2.

2.1.1 Results

The implementation of the embedding method for this one dimensional modu-

lated potential is currently not self consistent. This means that once that the
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analytic potential is given and the matrix embedding equation is solved, the

Green’s function is used to calculate the Density of States (DOS) and the charge

density that are the final output of the calculation. Let us start from the one

dimensional DOS per unit cell, i.e. the DOS at k‖ = 0 which is obtained from

the imaginary part of the trace of G(z, z′, E):

σ1D(E) =
1

π

∫ Lz

0

=mG(z, z, E) dz. (2.6)

In the previous equation the Fourier component G(z, z, E) has been used. In

fact, due to the invariance along x and y, the Green’s function can be re-written

as:

G(r, r′, E) =

∫ ∫
d2k‖
(2π)2

eik‖·(R−R′)Gk‖(z, z
′, E), (2.7)

being R = (x, y) and k‖ = (kx, ky). The dependence of Gk‖(z, z
′, E) from the

parallel momentum k‖ results extremely simple:

Gk‖(z, z
′, E) = G(z, z′, E − k2

‖/2). (2.8)

In Fig. 2.2 the 1D-DOS of Cu(111) is reported. Such a DOS has been evaluated

in the embedded region and it has been computed including a small imaginary

part of Energy, equal to 2.7× 10−5 eV, in the calculation.

The 1D-DOS shows the projection of the bulk density of states on the (111)

direction at Γ. Two continuous bulk bands can be observed, one that extends

from −7.8 eV to −0.89 eV, and the other at energies greater than 4.25 eV.

Between −0.89 eV and 4.25 eV an energy gap is visible, where no bulk solu-

tions can be found. This gap is not absolute, but varies with k‖. Within the gap

some discrete features are found that are two typical example of surface states:

the Shockley state at −0.39 eV and the n = 1 image state at 4.12 eV.

The Shockley state results from the truncation of the crystal potential at the

surface and it is typical of situations in which the electron orbitals on the atoms

interact strongly.

The image potential induced states describe instead electrons that are bound

to their own image in the solid (45).
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Figure 2.2: 1D-DOS of Cu(111) obtained by applying the embedding method to

the Chulkov potential.

A fundamental difference between these two classes of surface states is their

spatial localization. While the Shockley state is mainly located in the topmost

atomic layer on the surface, the wave-function probability amplitude of the image

states has a maximum in the vacuum far away from the surface.

Both the Shockley state and the image series, like other surface features that

will be presented in the following, can act as intermediate states for the relaxation

of electronic excitations at surfaces. The efficiency of such a process strongly

depends on the lifetime of these states.

The general theory for lifetime accounts for three contributions: one due to

electron-electron interaction, the second that includes electron-phonon interaction

and the last one that is relative to the electron-impurity scattering. The electron-

electron decay channel can occur via one electron scattering with bulk states

(elastic scattering) and many body inelastic scattering.

The challenging peculiarity of the embedding method is that it permits to

estimate the elastic term, thanks to the capability of describing the interaction

between the continuum of bulk states and the surface specific features. Exploiting
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Figure 2.3: 1D-DOS obtained by the Chulkov potential of Cu(111) (upper panel)

and by the jellium model with rS = 2.67 a.u. (lower panel) using a supercell

approach. The two images are aligned with respect to the Fermi level which has

been chosen as reference. The dotted lines at higher energies are the vacuum

level for each model.
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Figure 2.4: Effective Chulkov potential and relative charge density.

the relationship between the lifetime τ and the linewidth Γ: τ = ~/Γ one can

derive the elastic contribution to lifetime of a particular surface state from its

linewidth in the DOS.

The Shockley state and the first image state of Cu(111) are discrete states

because they lie within the energy gap so there is no elastic contribution to their

lifetime. Differently the n ≥ 2 image states have a resonant character due to the

hybridization with the bulk band and they display a finite linewidth.

This 1D-DOS looks very different from that obtained with a supercell ap-

proach, reported in Fig. 2.3 in the upper panel. From this picture it is evident

that, despite of the large calculation region (25 layers) no spectral difference be-

tween the bulk states and the surface specific Shockley and image states can be

accounted for.

From the comparison with the 1D-DOS of the jellium, which is reported in

the lower panel of Fig. 2.3 as results of the calculation in a slab of the same

thickness, emerges the benefit in the choice of the Chulkov potential to describe

the surface. The jellium model indeed does not allow to obtain the energy gap

and the discrete surface state therein and also the vacuum level is wrong.
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Another physical quantity that can be derived from the Green function is the

total charge density that is obtained as follows:

ρ(z) =

∫ EF

−∞
σ1D(z, E) dE (2.9)

In Fig. 2.4 the charge density is reported, superimposed to the effective

Chulkov potential. A comparison with the position of the maxima in the po-

tential shows that the charge density accumulates between two consecutive layers

while outside the surface it exponentially decays in vacuum.

2.2 The Chulkov potential as a Kohn-Sham ef-

fective potential

The calculation we have presented in the previous section consists in determining

the Green’s function for a given potential through the embedding method. In

order to exploit the same pseudopotential for more advanced calculations, such

as for example the 3D calculation for a single atom on a surface, presented in

next chapters, some important assumptions have to be done.

Let us remember that our formalism exploits a Density Functional Theory

approach in which the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is solved. This requires the

definition of a Kohn-Sham effective potential:

Veff = VH + VXC + Vext (2.10)

The term VH is the Hartree potential while VXC is the exchange-correlation

contribution. Once that the total charge density is computed, as explained in

the previous section, these two term can be computed. The latter is obtained in

Local Density Approximation (LDA) while the former is calculated in reciprocal

space solving the Poisson equation with the charge density obtained as reported

above.

The Hartree and the exchange and correlation potentials are reported in

Fig. 2.5. The last term, Vext, is the external potential which is due to the ionic

contribution. Commonly in DFT first principle calculations the Vext is given as

input data and both the effective potential and the Coulomb term are evaluated
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Figure 2.5: Exchange-Correlation and Hartree contribution to the effective

Chulkov potential.

at each step of the self consistency. In our calculation, contrary to the usual, the

effective potential is known.

Exploiting the one-to-one correspondence between the ground state charge

density and the external potential demonstrated by the Hoenberg-Kohn theorems,

one could be interested in evaluating the potential that gives the ground state

charge density reported in Fig. 2.4.

The external potential has been computed as:

Vext = Veff − VH − VXC . (2.11)

This term serves as input data in the ab initio calculation presented in the

following chapters, for the construction of the external potential in the adatom

on surface case.
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2.3 Effects of the image potential tail

The Chulkov potential, reported in Eq. (2.1) is built in order to account for an

image potential tail in the vacuum. This one can be related to the electrostatic

attractive potential felt by an electron in front of a metal surface, due to its image

charge inside the metal:

V (z) = − 1

4(z − zim)
(2.12)

where zim is the image plane. Such a potential can not be reproduced in DFT

dealing with a local approximation for the exchange and correlation. The failure

of DFT in giving the correct asymptotic form of the surface barrier can be related

to the exponential decay of the electron density outside the surface. Indeed the

surface barrier is determined by an electrostatic contribution which has a short

range character and by the exchange and correlation potential that gives the

long range asymptotic behaviour. Considering for the exchange and correlation

potential a local function of the charge density the decay of the long range term

of the potential results to be exponential. As a consequence the image states can

not be reproduced in self consistent DFT calculations and some strategy has to

be built up in order to overcome this drawback. We will return on such a problem

in Chapter 5.

In the case discussed in this chapter the effective potential is not determined

self consistently but it is furnished a priori and built up in order to correctly

reproduce the asymptotic behaviour. Nevertheless it can be useful to replace the

correct asymptotic potential with an exponential function, in order to evidence

what are the main effects on the electronic properties related to the inclusion of

the image tail in the potential. The plots in Fig. 2.6 evidence the variation of the

computed electronic properties due to the presence of the image tail. The inset in

the right panel of Fig. 2.6 reports the surface barrier in the two cases, showing the

slower decay of the potential which accounts for the image tail. In the left panel

the 1D-DOS obtained neglecting the image potential tail is displayed. In this plot

the vertical dashed lines correspond to the surface states of the Cu(111) surface.

In addition to a wrong description of the DOS in the energy region close to the

vacuum level (no image states are detected) also the Shockley state is shifted with

respect to the experimental energy position. In particular, because the surface
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Figure 2.6: Left panel: 1D-DOS obtained using a LDA potential. Right panel:

difference between the charge densities obtained in the two calculations. The

inset shows the Chulkov effective potential with and without the image tail

barrier is higher in the LDA case, the Shockley state is higher in energy. The

panel on the right reports the difference between the charge densities obtained in

the two calculations. Although the absolute value of this quantity is really small,

the main differences are found just outside the surface, i.e. in the spatial region

where the Shockley surface state is localized.
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Part I

Single atom adsorption on metal

surfaces
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Chapter 3

An embedding approach for

single atom adsorption

The one dimensional model adopted in the previous chapter allowed to show the

capabilities of the embedding method in the description of the spectral properties.

In this chapter the model will be extended to the case of a single adatom on a

metal surface.

The adsorption of a single atom on a surface realizes in a large variety of con-

texts and it is at the basis of many physical processes: diffusion, early nucleation,

ion-surface collision, dissociation of molecules, chemical reactions at the surface.

Besides in the adsorption process the elementary interaction between the sur-

face and the external atom realizes. Depending on the strength of such interaction

one can distinguish between physisorption, characterized by low adsorption en-

ergy, and chemisorption in which a chemical bonding between the surface and

the adatom takes place. For a review of adsorption see Ref. (120; 140).

In this work we will concentrate on chemisorption, with the purpose to analyze

the changes in the spectral properties due to the atom-substrate interaction. As

a consequence of such interaction both the surface and adatoms states mix and

new electronic levels arise, that are usually broadened and shifted with respect to

that of the uncoupled systems. Although in general these states can be related to

the original unperturbed ones, both of the atom and the surface, this assignment

can turn out to be misleading. Often it is more appropriate to consider the new

electronic properties as the result of the chemical bonding established between the
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constituent elements. The nature of the chemical bonding between the adatom

and the surface has been object of many works in the past (see for example

Ref. (15; 61; 102; 118)).

This kind of analysis produces an insight on the static facet of adsorption. The

term static is used here in opposition to the dynamic aspect proper of the motion

of atoms on the surface. The latter problem is related to the determination of

the potential energy surface (PES) whereas the former is relative for example to

the study of the electronic structure, i.e. for example the charge density and the

energy spectrum of the system.

The spectral properties of adsorbed atoms have been investigated in the past

both by simple models, that capture the essential physics, and using more so-

phisticated approaches for an accurate characterization of the electronic states of

the system (23). The Newns-Anderson model (6; 115), that works out the two

limiting cases of weak and strong adsorption depending on the bandwidth of the

metal substrate, and that evidences the importance of the coupling constant, is

an example of simplified approach. In the same class can be included the Gurney

model (66) that invoked the formation of an electrical double layer to explain the

spectral properties of adsorbed alkali atoms. The Gurney picture together with

the very rich literature about the adsorption of alkali atoms on metals, will be

treated in the next chapter.

The second approach attempts to perform a large-scale ab initio calculation of

the electronic structure. To this purpose many theoretical calculations have been

performed exploiting the Density Functional formalism. They divide in those

that use an extended substrate and those that model the system with a small

cluster of atoms or a finite number of atomic layers periodically repeated. In

the former case the substrate was commonly described as a jellium (69; 103), a

suitable approximation for free electron like metals which is not appropriate for

the d-bands of transition metals.

Different treatments have been developed in order to deal with the semi-

infinite character of the solid. A large part of them exploits the Dyson equation

formalism (63; 64). The adsorption of single atoms on jellium was also studied

with the embedding approach (154) that reproduced the early results of Lang

and Williams (103).
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These calculations give an overview of the spectral properties of adsorbed

systems such as the shift and the broadening of the electronic levels, the charge

transfer, the surface dipole. Nevertheless, as already stated in the previous chap-

ters, the jellium model does not allow to reproduce a realistic surface projected

band structure which is related to the periodic modulation of the potential.

Other more elaborate ab initio calculations have been performed in the Den-

sity Functional Theory framework, heading toward a more realistic picture of the

adatom-surface system. The major drawback is the lack of periodicity in every

direction, due to the point defect represented by the adatom.

Within the cluster approach (126; 142) a finite number of atoms is used to

describe the adsorbate and the underlying substrate. Although the computational

resources available nowadays allow to consider a quite large cluster, this model

clearly suffers from the consequences of the finite extension of the system, in

particular for what concerns the convergence of the adsorption energy varying

the number of atoms in the calculation (151), and the pure discrete spectrum

which is obtained.

As an alternative, a commonly adopted supercell approach is used. In this

case the solid is represented by some atomic layers and, instead of a single adatom,

a regular array of adsorbates on the surface is considered. This finite extension

of layers is repeated periodically in the direction perpendicular to the surface,

leading to a fully three dimensional periodic system, for which the standard bulk

techniques can be used.

Despite of the relatively small computational effort required from this ap-

proach, that made the supercell technique widely adopted, the quality of the

results is damaged by the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction, as well as the impos-

sibility of reproducing the continuum of bulk states.

The embedding method that we adopt in this work provides a partial solution

to the problems reported above. The advantages of taking into account the

semi-infinite character of the system have been already discussed in the previous

chapters.

The embedding treatment of a single atom adsorption on a jellium-like metal

surface is nowadays well grounded. The original result of this thesis is the treat-

ment of a single adsorbate on a modulated one dimensional potential.
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This model improves considerably the description of the spectral properties

of the system, allowing a more realistic picture of the adatom induced resonances

and their physical properties, such as for example their spatial extent and lifetime.

In the following part of the chapter some basic details about the implementation of

the embedding method for single atom adsorption will be given, while in Chapter

4 the results for some representative systems will be presented.

3.1 Embedding formalism for adsorption

A single atom adsorbed on a surface introduces a spherical perturbation on the

system that consists of the semi-infinite solid in contact with the semi-infinite

vacuum.

Due to the symmetry of the atomic potential, a spherical embedded region is

convenient.

This embedded sphere is centered on the adatom and it extends as far as the

induced perturbation is well screened. The typical radius is of the order of 3-6 Å

depending on the chemical nature of the adsorbate and the substrate.

In order to apply the embedding method to single atoms on a modulated

potential a self consistent calculation has been adopted. The Green’s function

of the clean surface G0, obtained as explained in Chapter 2, is retained as the

unperturbed solution and it is used to build the embedding potential through the

matching Green’s function technique (57; 74). For this purpose the unperturbed

Green’s function is re-expanded on an appropriate basis set. Being interested in

the Green function on the spherical surface S, a convenient choice is represented

by spherical harmonics.

The unperturbed Green function is expanded as:

G0(rS, r
′
S) =

∑
LL′

ΓLL′YL(Ω)Y ∗L′(Ω
′). (3.1)

where L is the composite angular momentum index L = (l,m), and Ω is the

solid angle.
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The coefficients G−1
0LL′ of the surface expansion of the embedding potential,

G−1
0 (rS, r

′
S) =

∑
LL′

G−1
0LL′YL(Ω)Y ∗L′(Ω

′) (3.2)

can be derived from the matrix equation:

G−1
0 = Γ−1[1 + Γ′r2

S/2] (3.3)

where Γ′ are the matrix elements of the surface expansion of the derivative of the

Green’s function (154).

The self consistent procedure requires the solution of the matrix embedding

equation. To this purpose the Kohn-Sham effective potential Veff has to be

determined.

It is composed by three terms:

Veff (r) = VH(r) + VXC(r) + Vext(r), (3.4)

where VH is the Hartree potential due to the electron-electron interaction,

VXC is the exchange and correlation term and Vext is the external potential.

While VH and VXC are determined at each step of the self consistent procedure

upon the calculation of the electronic charge density, the external potential is an

input data. It is given by:

Vext = V 0
ext + Vatom (3.5)

where V 0
ext is the potential generated by the tail of positive charge of the surface

that extends in the embedding sphere. The term V 0
ext is taken from the 1D

calculation for the clean surface, as explained in Chapter 2. For the atomic

potential Vatom = Z/r is used.

The calculation of the effective potential within the embedded sphere requires

that the correct matching conditions are verified on the sphere boundary. In par-

ticular the Coulomb potential is joined on the embedded sphere to the Coulomb

potential of the clean surface.

For what concerns the calculation of the matrix element of the kinetic energy,

and the effective potential refer to Ref. (154).
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Figure 3.1: Three dimensional charge density for the clean surface of Cu(111)

3.2 The clean surface in the embedding sphere:

from 1D to 3D

Before showing the results for adatoms on metal surfaces we analyze the case of

a 3D calculation for a clean surface described by the 1D Chulkov potential. In

practice the embedding formalism just presented is applied to the clean Cu(111)

surface. The obtained results, in addition to give familiarity with the integration

in the reciprocal space, will be useful in order to evaluate some induced properties,

discussed in the following chapter, due to the adsorption of single adatoms on

such a surface. In Fig. 3.1 is reported the charge density obtained through the

embedding code for adsorption. It is very similar to that depicted in Fig. 2.4 that

resembles a lateral sketch of such 3D plot.

The 3D embedding code has been developed in perspective of application to

the treatment of adsorption. Consequently, because in presence of the adatom

the translational symmetry is not preserved and k‖ is no more a good quantum

number, the code performs an integration in k‖ in the calculation of the DOS.

The same procedure is thus performed also in the case of the clean surface (no

atoms adsorbed) for which in principle the translational invariance in the parallel

direction holds.

The resulting DOS is reported in Fig. 3.2. Due to the integration in the
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Figure 3.2: Density of states of the clean surface of Cu(111) obtained within a

3D calculation.

surface Brillouin zone (which is equivalent to an integration in energy, k‖ being

∝ E) the DOS grows corresponding to the bulk bands, it is constant within the

energy gap and display a step behaviour corresponding to delta-like states. In

particular the step at -0.39 eV corresponds to the Shockley state of Cu(111) while

that at about 4 eV is relative to the n=1 image state. Note that the unsharp step

rise corresponding to delta-states is an effect of the imaginary part of the energy

which is included in the calculation to avoid any problem in the evaluation of the

embedding potential in the poles of the Green’s function. This smoothing of the

DOS is thus fictitious and could be avoided by reducing to zero the imaginary

part of energy.
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Chapter 4

Single atom adsorption: results

In this chapter some results relative to the adsorption of different atoms on metal

surfaces will be shown. In particular in the first section a wide analysis of the

spectral properties of alkali atoms on Cu(111). The choice of the substrate allows

to point out the importance of the energy gap of the metal for a correct description

of the electronic properties of the system. The second section will be devoted to

the case of a two valence electron adatom, Ba, adsorbed on Cu(111).

4.1 Alkali-metal adsorption

The adsorption of alkali-metals on metal surfaces has been widely studied in past

years as the simplest example of single atom adsorption, together with the case

of an hydrogen adatom (115).

Since the early studies of low coverage Cs adlayers on W, Ni, Mo (93) it was

clear that the main peculiarity of alkali adsorption consists in the lowering of

the substrate work function. In the pioneering work of Langmuir (150) it was

observed experimentally that, increasing the alkali coverage, the work function

takes a minimum before reaching a saturation value. The same behaviour was

observed on many metal substrates (67; 73; 127; 130; 153) and also on semicon-

ductors (90; 121). Nevertheless the most appealing results concern the transition-

metal substrates due to the wide perspective of their application in catalysis. In

particular an intensive experimental and theoretical analysis was performed in

past years on alkali metal atoms adsorbed on noble metals. Fig. 4.1 displays the
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Figure 4.1: Experimental results about the variation of the work function with

coverage. The picture is taken from Ref. (53)

variation of the work function of Cu(111) as a function of the coverage of Na, Cs,

K adsorbed.

The initial lowering of the work function was explained by Langmuir in a

classical picture, as the effect of the induced surface dipole due to the ionization

of the alkali adatom upon adsorption. He suggested that the charge transfer

from the adatom to the substrate, i.e., the adsorption of the alkali as a posi-

tive ion, is due to the lower ionization potential of the adatom than the work

function of the metal. Subsequently Gurney (66) confirmed this picture through

a quantum-mechanical treatment that accounts for a possible partial ionization

of the adatom. He suggested that the degree of atomic ionization depends on

the interaction with the substrate states. In particular the extent to which the

positive core of the adsorbed atom is neutralized by the valence electrons of the

system depends on the binding energy of the valence atomic levels with respect to

the substrate Fermi level. Indeed, approaching to the surface, the atomic wave-

functions overlap with the metal states resulting in broad resonances. These

resonances can be partially filled if they lie near the Fermi level of the substrate

leading to a partial screening of the positive ion. The validity of the Gurney

model has been confirmed by a series of theoretical studies (21; 103; 140) and

this picture has been widely accepted as a basic concept for alkali adsorption.
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Figure 4.2: LDOS of Cs on jellium (rS = 2.67) obtained through an embedding

calculation. The adsorption distance is taken in this case equal to 2 Å from the

jellium edge.

Increasing the coverage the adsorbate-adsorbate distance decreases and the

electrostatic repulsion between the adatoms grows. In order to lower the total

energy, a back donation of electrons from the metal toward the adatoms takes

place and it determines the increasing of the work function after the minimum.

For coverages near 1ML the work function tends to the value of bulk alkali.

The Gurney picture relative to the shift and broadening of the atomic levels

of adsorbed species opened the way to a series of atomistic adsorption theories

(15; 56; 62) based on the Anderson-Fano model (6; 48). In the seventies the

analysis of the adsorption induced atomic resonances was favoured by the advent

of the Density Functional Theory that produced the notable Lang and Williams

results for alkali (and other atoms) on jellium surfaces (103). This model gives a

very broad resonance in the unoccupied spectrum (see Fig. 4.2 which reports the

LDOS of Cs on jellium obtained through an embedding calculation), that was

often assigned to the s atomic level, partially hybridized with the slightly higher

pz orbital (80; 88; 119).
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Concerning this assignment and in particular to the entity of the s-pz hy-

bridization the works of Muscat and Newns are worthy of citation (110; 111).

The authors exploited a matching wave-function technique in order to show how

the energy position and the linewidth of the main resonance change as a function

of the adsorption distance. They considered the factors that determine the reso-

nance broadening and the causes of the hybridization between the atomic levels,

confirming the results of Lang and Williams.

In recent decades the increasing accuracy of spectroscopic techniques allowed

an intensive experimental investigation of the unoccupied spectral properties of

low coverage adsorbates (7; 12; 49; 135; 149). A recent two photon photoemission

experiment (166) has evidenced a general behaviour for all the alkali adatoms that

display the atomic resonance always at the same energy position with respect to

the Fermi level.

In addition, differently from what is predicted by adatom on jellium calcula-

tions, such main resonance has been found to be very long-lived, that means really

narrow in energy, of the order of few meV (10; 11; 122). The scientific relevance

of this really large lifetime is undoubted: this property makes this resonance an

ideal transient state in excited state mediated surface reactions (54; 59).

Recently a new theoretical approach has been adopted in order to reproduce

such properties of the system. The method has its foundation on the Langmuir

picture that assumes a complete ionization of the alkali-metal adatom. According

to this assumption the method considers the interaction between the only active

electron and the compound formed by the alkali ion core and the metal surface.

The last one is modeled through the Chulkov potential in order to account for

the main features of the substrate band structure. The single valence electron

is assumed to interact with the system through an image-charge interaction. It

experiences the attractive Coulomb potential produced by its own image charge

inside the surface and the repulsive interaction which is due to the negative

charged image of the alkali-atom ionic core (18; 55). The model Hamiltonian

obtained combining such terms has been exploited in different kind of electronic

structure calculations such as the coupled angular model (CAM) (152) or the wave

packet propagation (WPP) (18; 46). The last one has been applied to explain

both the period independent binding energy of the ns atomic resonance (166) and
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its extremely long lifetime (19; 59). It consists in a non-stationary approach in

which the time dependent Schrödinger equation is solved, in order to follow the

evolution of the wave-packet of the single active electron in the potential built

as above. The results obtained with WPP allowed to highlight the fundamental

role of the substrate in the determination of the resonance lifetime (19; 20).

The embedding method adopted in this thesis furnishes an alternative ap-

proach for treating adsorption. Differently from the WPP method, a self consis-

tent Hamiltonian is used and no more assumptions on the interacting potential

involving the active electron are necessary. Consequently the charge state of the

adatom is not fixed a priori but results from the self consistent procedure. In

addition the embedding approach allows to treat the electron-electron interaction

on the adatom so that also atoms with more than one valence electron can be

treated. Thanks to the inclusion of the embedding potential in the Hamiltonian

the hybridization of the atomic levels with the substrate states can be accounted

for and an estimate of the elastic linewidth of the resonances is possible.

4.1.1 Computational details

Due to the charge transfer from the adatom to the surface, the adsorption of

single alkali atoms introduces a long range tail in the effective potential. In

order to guarantee the correct matching to the unperturbed solution outside the

embedded region, it would be useful to choose a quite large sphere as a calculation

region. Nevertheless, increasing the size of the sphere, a large number of basis

functions is necessary to describe the oscillations of the wave-function, requiring

a huge computational effort. A good balance between accuracy of the results

and computational cost can be obtained using a sphere of ∼ 6 Å and an angular

expansion up to l = 18.

The adatoms are located at the origin of the coordinate system. In Tab. 4.1

their adsorption distances with respect to the surface ion core are reported. They

have been obtained by a DFT calculation for a dilute 7× 7 phase (166).

Little discrepancies between these values and that reported in other works

(both theoretical and experimental) can produce a small shift of the surface in-

duced features.
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Adatom Li Na K Rb Cs

Distance 2.22 2.55 3.00 3.11 3.33

Table 4.1: Equilibrium adsorption distances of alkali adatoms on Cu(111) ex-

pressed in Å.

The self consistent Green’s function has been calculated onto a mesh of 32

energy points in the complex plane while for the LDOS calculation an equally

spaced mesh on an a line in the complex plane has been used. An imaginary

part of energy of the order of 1.4 eV has been chosen for such a mesh. As this

value is large when compared with the linewidth of the resonances, a subsequent

extrapolation of the LDOS on the real axis has been performed through a rational

interpolation procedure (147). The LDOS shown in the following are calculated,

where not otherwise declared, within a sphere of radius 2.64 Å, in order to show

the contribution localized on the neighbouring of the adatom. Increasing the inte-

gration volume the contribution of the substrate states becomes more important.

The LDOS are split in their l,m-resolved components. Due to the cylindrical

symmetry of the system l is no more a good quantum number and a m-resolved

analysis would be more appropriate. Nevertheless also the l-resolved analysis can

be useful in order to assign the atomic resonances on the basis of their relationship

with the atomic parent states, identified by the quantum numbers n, l,m.

The results discussed in the next sections have been obtained assuming that

the effective potential inside the embedded sphere matches with an LDA effective

potential outside, i.e., a potential that displays an exponential decay in vacuum.

In practice the positive potential tail of the clean surface, that we use to construct

the external potential in the 3D calculation, has been obtained, as explained in

Chapter 2, considering Veff for the clean surface which decays toward the vacuum

as an exponential function. This choice can give a good general description of the

adatom-induced electronic properties and allows a first accurate analysis of them.

Nevertheless a slower decay of the potential in the vacuum, typical of the image

potential, can affect the spectral properties of the system, even if the entity of the

changes is quite small. The effect of the image tail will be discussed in Sec. 4.1.5.

The results shown there have been obtained using a Veff for the clean surface
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with an image potential in vacuum and thus employing in the 3D calculation a

Vext which accounts for such a behaviour.

4.1.2 LDOS of alkali on Cu(111): binding energy and life-

time of the main adatom induced resonances

Approaching the surface the alkali-metal atomic levels shift toward higher energies

due to the net repulsive interaction with the surface (see Ref. (166)). In addition,

due to the spatial proximity, their wave-functions start to hybridize with substrate

states, resulting in resonances. The substrate band structure plays a fundamental

role in this energy broadening. Indeed in order that an hybridization can take

place, substrate states must be available at the same energy of the shifted atomic

levels. Consequently if the band structure is characterized by an energy gap, the

number of such states is considerably reduced.

In this sense the modulated potential used in this work, which reproduces the

experimental gap, increases the quality of results with respect to the jellium case.

In addition the appropriate description of the surface barrier, that corresponds

to fixing correctly the vacuum level, allows to determine the binding energy of

the resonances with more accuracy.

It is worthwhile to stress that, because k‖ is no more a good quantum number,

the effect of the hybridization is spread on the whole surface Brillouin zone, i.e.

it involves all the states characterized by different value of k‖ that are available

at the fixed energy.

Let us now consider the l,m-resolved LDOS’s reported in Fig. 4.3, 4.5 for the

lighter alkali adatoms, namely Li and Na.

The main feature in the occupied spectrum is a peak at about -0.4 eV char-

acterized by m = 0 character, i.e., σ symmetry. This feature, which has both

l = 0 and l = 1 contributions can be identified as the localized Shockley state of

the clean surface. It was demonstrated by Simon (143) that a localized attractive

perturbation caused by an impurity, such as for example an adatom, on a 2D

electron gas (2DEG) always gives a bound state. Such a localization has been

observed not only for alkali adatoms (60) but also for paramagnetic and magnetic

adsorbates on noble metals (105).
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Figure 4.3: Local density of states of Li single adatom on Cu(111), resolved in m

and l contributions.

The localized state appears as a peak in the LDOS, slightly below in en-

ergy with respect to the position of the step corresponding to the Shockley state

observed in the clean surface (see Chapter 3). In Fig. 4.4 the l = 0,m = 0 com-

ponent of the LDOS of the adsorbed system has been compared with the same

component for the clean surface. Please note that the reference for the energy

axis is the position of the Shockley state of the clean Cu(111) surface. We find

that the localization amounts to 0.16 eV.

In the unoccupied part of the spectrum a narrow resonance at about 3 eV

above the Fermi level is found. This state displays m = 0 character and can

be identified as the σ resonance of an alkali adatom on Cu(111). This is the

main resonance observed for such a system which has been the object of both

experimental and theoretical works (11; 17; 117; 149; 166). Since the early works
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Figure 4.4: Adatom-induced localization of the Shockley state. The l = 0,m = 0

components are shown, for both the LDOS of Li/Cu(111) and the clean surface.

The energy is given with respect to the binding energy of the Shockley state of

the clean surface.

on jellium the characterization of such a resonance has been controversial. In

particular many purposes were done in past years regarding its assignment to a

parent atomic level. There are no doubt that it is related to the ns valence state

of the alkali-metal, as confirmed also by the l = 0 contribution in the LDOS. In

addition a l = 1 contribution is found. Theoretical studies on jellium consider this

resonance as a product of hybridization between ns and np atomic states (10; 111;

117; 119; 167), in particular between ns and npz. This statement requires some

considerations. As suggested by Muscat-Newns (111) the hybridization between

atomic levels can take place if their energy separation upon adsorption is larger

than the linewidth that they acquire due to the interaction with the substrate

states. On jellium this is always verified for these levels because the resonances

width is of the order of 1 eV (119). Differently, in our calculation the resonances

are much narrower than in jellium (see the figures) and the occurrence of the

hybridization is not obvious.

The projection of the l = 1 component of the LDOS on the l atomic orbitals

of the isolated atom would clarify if the l = 1 observed contribution corresponds
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Figure 4.5: Local density of states of Na single adatom on Cu(111), resolved in

m and l contributions.

to the np atomic level. This analysis has not yet been performed thus we will

limit to some general considerations.

Let us consider what happens in the Na case. The energy separation between

the 3s and the 3p levels in the isolated atom is about 2.2 eV. Approaching to the

surface these states shift upward to higher energy. The magnitude of the energy

shift depends mainly on two factors: the spatial localization of the atomic wave-

functions and their symmetry. In practice extended orbitals average the surface

potential over a large region and consequently the shift varies more smoothly

with the distance than spatially localized states. In addition if the wave-function

of these states is oriented perpendicular to the surface the effect of the repulsive

image potential will be stronger than for states oriented parallel to the surface.

Thus pz states shift more than px and py.
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From our LDOS emerges that the energy separation between the 3s (m = 0,

l = 0) and the 3px, 3py (m = 1, l = 1) levels stays equal to 2.2 eV also upon

adsorption. Their linewidth is on the contrary considerably smaller, so that no

hybridization can take place. The 3pz (m = 0, l = 1) level in the LDOS has

nearly the same binding energy of the 3s so that one could suppose that this

state shifts less than the px and py, differently from the expected behaviour. As

these states almost coincide in energy their hybridization should be obvious but

the unexpected small shift questions the assignment to the npz atomic level.

The nice picture of a gradual shift and evolution of the atomic states with

the distance is however quite misleading. Indeed in the adsorbed system the

meaning of l is no more preserved. Due to the cylindrical field of the surface the

m degeneracy is lifted and different l components can contribute to the same m

state. This is indeed what happens for the main resonance σ in which both l = 0

and l = 1 contributions are found. We can conclude that the σ resonance has

also a pz character but it is not appropriate to state that it derives from the npz

atomic level.

In addition to the σ resonance another alkali induced feature is found at

higher energy. The m-resolved analysis allows its unambiguous assignment to an

adsorbate-localized state oriented parallel to the surface, i.e. with π symmetry

(m = 1).

As already mentioned above, the scientific relevance of the σ main resonance

became clear since the first experimental determination of its extremely long

lifetime (11).

There are many decay mechanisms that contribute to this lifetime but the

resonant charge transfer (RCT) from the adatom to the surface seems to be

the most relevant one (59). It consists in the charge transfer (tunneling) of one

electron from the adatom to the metal states available at the same energy. This

energy conserving process constitutes the elastic contribution to lifetime and can

be extracted from the linewidth of the resonances in the LDOS. This width, which

is the effect of the interaction between the adatom levels and the continuum of

the substrate states, can be estimated through the theoretical methods that are

able to account for the semi-infinite character of the system.
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Other methods that deal with a finite calculation region estimate the linewidth

from the envelope function of the discrete peaks that compose the resonance.

This procedure is conceptually misleading and gives values that differ from the

experimental result, see for example the recent theoretical work for Li/Cu(111)

in Ref. (116). We found a linewidth for the σ resonance of the order of some tens

of meV for lighter alkali and also smaller for the heavy Rb and Cs (the numerical

values are reported in Tab. 4.2).

The difference with respect to the calculation on jellium suggests that the

electronic properties of the substrate play a fundamental role. Differently from

jellium the modulated potential accounts for the presence of the energy gap in

the band structure of Cu(111). The effect of the gap on the RCT process is

to prevent the transfer of electrons from the adatom toward the substrate, due

to the absence of substrate states available to be occupied. Nevertheless the

energy gap is not absolute but it varies with k‖ so that this blockade effect is

only partial. The sketch in Fig. 4.6 can help in understanding this point. The

picture reports the band structure of Cu(111) along a high symmetry path in the

surface Brillouin zone and the energy position of the adatom induced resonances

(that are k‖ independent because they are atomic features).

The σ resonance has a binding energy that falls within an energy gap for a

quite large range in k‖. Due to the small number of substrate states available at

the σ resonance binding energy, the hybridization with the substrate is small.

Differently, the atomic resonances that lie higher in energy, such as for example

the π resonance (l = 1, m = 1), have more states available to hybridize with.

Indeed also states at Γ can be found at that energy and this gives a linewidth

one order of magnitude larger.

In addition to the energy position there are other two aspects that can in-

fluence the linewidth: the spatial extension of the states and their symmetry.

Concerning the former, it is possible to observe that states with the same binding

energy but different extension in space have different linewidth. This is because

there is a sort of selectivity on the k‖ values that characterize the substrate states

available for tunneling process. Indeed the more resonance wave function is ex-

tended in space, the more it can be described by Fourier coefficients characterized

by small values of k‖. Consequently states that extends largely in space couple
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Figure 4.6: Band structure of Cu(111) and adatom induced resonances.

preferably with substrate states around Γ. Also the symmetry of the resonance af-

fects its linewidth because the tunneling process is favoured if the wave functions

are oriented toward the surface. This aspect can be put in evidence considering

the high energy resonances of the heaviest alkali adatoms. The LDOS’s of K, Rb,

Cs (Fig. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9) exhibit also states of l = 2 symmetry that are related to

the first excited atomic d state.

Regarding for example the LDOS of K, a l = 2, m = 0 contribution is visible

at around 4.2 eV, identifiable as a σ′ resonance. At the same energy also the

l = 2, m = 1 component is found, that combine with the l = 1,m = 1 to give

the already mentioned π resonance. Although the σ′ and π resonances are at

nearly the same energy and are both localized in space their linewidth appears

considerably different due to their different orientation with respect to the surface.

Indeed the m = 0 state is directed toward the surface so that the RCT process

results more efficient than in the m = 1 case (parallel oriented).

The LDOS of the heavy alkali adatoms are characterized also by a l = 2,m = 2

resonance which can be identified as δ. This resonance, which derives from the d

atomic level, is quite broad, confirming the higher degree of hybridization of the

states with higher spatial localization.
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Figure 4.7: Local density of states of K single adatom on Cu(111), resolved in m

and l contributions.
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Figure 4.8: Local density of states of Rb single adatom on Cu(111), resolved in

m and l contributions.
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Figure 4.9: Local density of states of Cs single adatom on Cu(111), resolved in

m and l contributions.
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Table 4.2: Calculated energy and linewidth (Γel) of the σ, π, δ resonances.

σ E (eV) Γel (meV)

Li 3.14 36

Na 2.96 96

K 3.03 24

Rb 3.12 16

Cs 2.97 8

π E (eV) Γel (meV)

Li 4.57 500

Na 4.71 336

K 4.54 100

Rb 4.50 124

Cs 4.13 346

δ E (eV) Γel (meV)

K 5.51 486

Rb 5.35 944

Cs 4.26 444

As a summary of the spectral properties of alkali on Cu(111) the binding

energies and resonance linewidths are reported in Tab. 4.2.

The binding energy of the σ resonance is found to be nearly period indepen-

dent while its linewidth reduces passing from Li to Cs, probably because the

adsorption distance is larger for the heaviest alkali atoms. This trend can not be

observed for π and δ resonances that are anyway broader.

4.1.3 Charge transfer and dipole moments

The charge transfer that occurs when alkali atoms are adsorbed on noble metals

has been object of analysis in past years (15; 21; 81; 123; 158). In particular

Ref. (21; 158) were devoted to the estimation of the amount of the electronic

charge transferred and to the characterization of its spatial localization. The aim

of this kind of analysis was to clarify the nature of the chemical bonding (81;
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123). Nevertheless the scientific contributions relative to this topic are in general

controversial and the debate about the ionic or covalent nature of the bonding did

not found an unambiguous answer. The point is that the the physical properties

that make the interaction ionic or covalent are not clearly and universally defined,

so that sometimes this discussion becomes partly semantic. In this context the

aim is not to give any evidence as support of one of these two pictures. We will

limit to give an estimation of the charge transferred and of the dipole moments

and we will do some considerations about the redistribution of the electronic

charge of the system upon adsorption of alkali atoms. The purpose is indeed to

show how the self consistent embedding approach gives an appropriate description

of the charge transfer without requiring any initial assumption relative to the

charge state of the constituent elements.

The first quantity analyzed is the variation of the valence charge within a

sphere of radius R centered on the adatom, due to the adsorption of the alkali

atom. It is defined as follows:

∆Q(R) =

∫
|r|<R

d3r [ρ(r)− ρclean(r)] . (4.1)

This quantity is reported in Fig. 4.10 for Na/Cu(111). In a very small sphere,

i.e., in the atomic region, no difference is found with respect to the clean surface.

Increasing the radius of the sphere the charge difference starts to grow, for R

between 1.5 Å and 3 Å and reaching the value of 0.79 electrons for R = remb.

We conclude that the valence electron is transferred to the substrate and 0.21

electrons lie outside the embedding sphere.

Although the difference charge can give a qualitative evidence of the charge

transfer, it does not allow to argue anything about the spatial localization of the

alkali valence electron. Nevertheless the rapid increase of the difference charge

for R between 1.5 Å and 3 Å suggests that the electronic charge accumulates in

the spatial region between the adatom and the surface.

Let us consider in more detail the spatial distribution of the electronic charge.

In the left panel of Fig. 4.11 is reported the electronic charge density for Na/Cu(111)

evaluated in the embedding sphere. From the picture one can note an high den-

sity region both in front of the adatom on the surface side and just within the
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Figure 4.10: ∆Q(R) for Na on Cu(111).

substrate. The Fig. 4.11 displays also the contour plots of the induced charge

and the difference density in the central and right panel respectively. These two

quantities are defined as follows (140): the induced charge is obtained subtracting

the charge density of the clean surface to that of the adsorbed system

ρind(r) = ρ(r)− ρclean(r), (4.2)

while the difference density is deprived also of the charge density of the isolated

atom

ρdiff (r) = ρ(r)− ρclean(r)− ρatom(r). (4.3)

Both ρind(r) and ρdiff (r) have been considered neglecting the contribution

from the core states.

The induced charge evidences a depletion of electrons just inside the surface

(blue dashed contour lines) and the presence of a local maximum in the electronic

charge in front of the adatom at 1.11 Å from the surface. This maximum joins

to a quite spherical distribution of electronic charge around the adatom. This

positive-valued induced charge (red continuous lines) in the region between the
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Figure 4.11: Charge density of Na/Cu(111). Left panel: total charge density.

Central panel: induced charge density. Right panel: difference density. Blue

(dashed) and red (solid) lines correspond to negative and positive values, respec-

tively.

adatom and the surface has contributions from the valence electrons of both the

substrate and the alkali adsorbate.

Subtracting the charge density of the isolated atom the ionization of the adsor-

bate becomes more evident. The difference density is negative inside the surface

and also in the atomic region, demonstrating that the alkali-metal has lost part

of its valence electron and it is partially ionized. The response of the system to

the adsorption of a positive charged atom induces an electronic density localiza-

tion just outside the surface. This screening charge is constituted by the valence

electrons of the metal that spill out from the surface and localize themselves on

the image plane, which is located at 1.11 Å from the surface ionic coordinate

(32). The negative screening charge and the positive ion are the responsible of

the surface dipole generated upon adsorption of the alkali-metal.

The surface dipole can be estimated through the integral:

µ =

∫
d3rρ(r)z. (4.4)

The results obtained for the different alkali atoms are reported in Tab. 4.3. The

surface dipole moment grows with the atomic number Z. This behaviour can be

explained considering the definition of the dipole moment for two point charges:

µ = qz. The heavy alkali adatoms have a larger adsorption distance thus it is

expected that they produce a larger dipole moment, assuming the same charge

polarization for all the alkali. In reality the different dipole moment is partially
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4.1 Alkali-metal adsorption

Adatom Li Na K Rb Cs

Dipole 1.16 1.39 1.95 1.96 2.16

Table 4.3: Dipole moments (in a.u.) of alkali adatoms on Cu(111) adsorbed at

the equilibrium distance.

due to the different charge reorganization induced by alkali with different Z, as

it will be discussed in the next section.

4.1.4 Dependence of the electronic properties on the

adsorption distance

The electronic properties analyzed in the previous sections are the effect of the

mutual interaction between the adsorbate and the substrate. Such interaction be-

comes stronger during the approaching of the atom to the surface. In particular

the electronic charge organizes itself in a dynamic way when the adatom-surface

distance is progressively reduced. Dealing with a static configuration of the sys-

tem we can not analyze this dynamical behaviour. Anyway, performing a series of

calculations for different adsorption distances it is like considering a sequence of

frames in such approaching to the surface. In Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 the induced

charge density and the difference density of K/Cu(111) are depicted for different

adsorption distances.

From these figures it is evident that the more adsorption distance is reduced

the more we find a spherically shaped reorganization of the induced electronic

charge both inside and outside the surface. Nevertheless the screening electronic

charge has always its centre of gravity on the image plane, as can be evinced

from the induced charge densities. On the contrary in the difference densities the

centre of gravity of the positive part (red continuous lines) progressively moves

toward the vacuum, according to the adatom adsorption distance. This is because

in this quantity also the polarization of the adatom upon adsorption is included.

The analysis at different distances allows to study also the variation of the

surface dipole moment approaching to the surface. The results obtained for Na

and K are displayed in Fig. 4.15. The surface dipole exhibits a linear dependence
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Figure 4.12: Induced charge density for K/Cu(111) at different adsorption dis-

tances. The dashed vertical line indicates the position of the surface.
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Figure 4.13: Difference density for K/Cu(111) at different adsorption distances.
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Figure 4.14: Difference density for K/Cu(111) and Na/Cu(111) at the same ad-

sorption distance, namely 2.55 Å. Blue (dashed) and red (solid) lines correspond

to negative and positive values, respectively.

on the adsorption distance, as expected for an ionic bond (140). In addition the

dipole moment induced by adsorption of Na is lower than that due to K, for every

adatom-surface separation. In order to explain such a behaviour let us consider

the difference charge density of both K and Na at the equilibrium adsorption

distance of Na (2.55 Å). They are reported in Fig. 4.14.

From the comparison it is evident that the lighter alkali atom induces a more

conspicuous reorganization of the electronic charge, as evidenced by the major

number of contour lines both inside and outside the surface (please note that

the contours level have been truncated at 0.005 a.u. and the spacing between

two lines is 0.0005 a.u.). In addition the distance between the maximum of

the screening charge and the adatom is smaller in Na case than in K. As this

distance is the quantity that effectively affects the dipole moment, more than

the adsorption distance, a lower value of µ in the Na case is consistent with the

behaviour observed in Fig. 4.15.

The charge density plots reported above have shown that depending on the

adsorption distance and on the atomic number of the adatom, the electronic

charge of the system reorganizes itself in order to produce an efficient screening

of the induced perturbation.

One can imagine that the net effect of the charge redistribution due to the

adsorption is the transfer of a net amount of electronic charge from the adatom
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Figure 4.15: Dipole moment of Na and K on Cu(111) as a function of the adsorp-

tion distance.

to the substrate which is different from the expected value of one electron. This is

indeed the final effect of two opposite contribution: the difference in the ionization

potential and the screening response of the metal. The amount of electrons

effectively transferred is commonly a fractional quantity that can be viewed as

the effective charge responsible of the surface dipole. The effective charge is

defined from the relationship:

µ = q∗z (4.5)

where z is the adsorption distance, and can be thus estimated through:

q∗ = dµ(z)/dz (4.6)

The effective charge can be deduced from the Fig. 4.15: the slope of µ(z) results

equal to 0.35 both for Na and K. The net value of 0.35 electrons is very similar

to the value of 0.4 found for Na on Al(111) (21).
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the total local density of states of K/Cu(111) with

(dashed line)and without (solid line) the image tail in the potential.

4.1.5 Inclusion of the image potential tail

The results discussed up to this point have been obtained supposing an exponen-

tial behaviour of the potential in vacuum, thus neglecting the long range image

term which is the typical potential experienced by one electron in front of a metal

surface.

The inclusion of the image tail gives an effective potential which is lower

than the LDA one in front of the surface. As a consequence the electrons see a

different barrier in the vacuum and this can induce some changes in the electronic

properties of the system. We have analyzed in Chapter 2 the changes in the LDOS

of the clean surface due to the inclusion of the image tail in the potential.

In analogy with what is observed for the Shockley state of the clean surface,

adatom-induced resonances are expected to shift toward lower energies. In order

to analyze the effect of the inclusion of the image tail we report in Fig. 4.17

the LDOS of K/Cu(111) obtained requiring a long range decay for the potential

outside the embedded region. The LDOS has to be compared with that reported
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Figure 4.17: Local density of states of K single adatom on Cu(111), resolved in

m and l contributions, with the image potential tail included in the calculation.
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in Fig. 4.7. For the comparison we can refer to Fig. 4.16 that displays the total

LDOS of K/Cu(111) for the two cases. Both the σ and π resonances are shifted

of 0.5 eV and 0.6 eV respectively. However the δ resonance maintain nearly the

same energy position. This is because near to the vacuum level the variation of

the surface potential barrier due to the inclusion of the image tail is less than at

lower energies. Another point is the variation of the linewidth. The resonance

are in general larger. For what concerns the σ resonance this can be explained by

the larger number of substrate states at the new binding energy of the resonance.

In the case of π resonance the linewidth is enhanced also by the hybridization

with the n = 1 image state which lies at 4.12 eV in the clean surface. The same

holds for the δ resonance which hybridizes with image states at higher energy.

4.2 Single Ba atom on Cu(111)

One of the advantages in using the embedding method to treat adsorption is that

it allows to consider any atomic species as adsorbate. On the other hand, other

state of the art methods, such as WPP or CAM require the presence of only

one active electron in the system and thus are not suitable for application to

adatoms with many valence electrons. In this section the results obtained in the

embedding formalism for a Ba single adatom on Cu(111) will be presented. The

scientific literature for this rare-earth metal on surfaces is not as rich as for alkali

adatoms. Some works were devoted to the change of the work function induced

by this adsorbate (138; 165). Recently a joint experimental and theoretical study

of the electronic properties of Ba on Cu(111) varying the coverage has been

performed through a comparative analysis of the results obtained both by one

and two photon photoemission experiments and by embedding calculation (4).

The results presented in this section have been obtained in an embedding sphere

of radius ∼ 6 Å and with a setting of parameters analogous to that adopted for

alkali atoms. The adsorption distance, equal to 2.61 Å has been taken from DFT

calculation for a dilute (7 × 7) phase (4). In Fig. 4.18 it is reported the LDOS

for Ba on Cu(111). In this case the l-resolution has been chosen as the main

criterion for separating the contributions to the LDOS, while the m-resolution

is given inside each panel. This choice is motivated by the relevance of the 6s
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Figure 4.18: Local density of states of Ba single adatom on Cu(111), resolved in

l and m contributions.

state of Ba in determining the induced spectral properties. In addition such a

representation is preferred in perspective of comparison with experimental results

that show mainly the s components due to the larger transition moment of states

with l = 0 symmetry.

The atomic resonances of Ba on Cu(111) display an higher binding energy with

respect to the alkali atoms, because the Ba core produces a stronger attractive

potential. The l = 0 component to the LDOS exhibits two peaks that can be

related to the 6s state of Ba which splits in two contributions. This behaviour is

typical of a covalent bonding in which two states (bonding and antibonding) are
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Figure 4.19: ∆Q(R) for Ba and Cs on Cu(111).

formed.

In the case of Ba/Cu(111) the bonding state lies in correspondence of the

Shockley state of the substrate. Although this fortuitous coincidence can generate

some doubt on this assignment, there is much evidence of the exactness of such

interpretation. First of all the two l = 0 peaks have nearly the same height,

differently from the alkali atom case, in which the localized Shockley state was

considerably smaller than the main atomic resonance. One can suppose that, in

analogy with the alkali LDOS, the l = 0 contribution to the Shockley state is of

the same order of magnitude of the l = 1 one (see central panel in Fig. 4.18),

while the remaining density of states at that energy has to be related to states of

different nature.

Also the analysis of the charge transfer confirms the presence of an occupied

bonding level. In Fig. 4.19 is reported the difference charge ∆Q(R) of Ba/Cu(111)

in comparison with that of Cs.

The picture shows that in a spherical volume that contains only the adatom

(R ∼ 2 Å) more electronic charge is found for Ba than in the alkali atom case. In

this volume 0.1 and 0.8 electrons are found for Cs and Ba respectively, supporting
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Figure 4.20: Spatial charge distribution of Cs and Ba on Cu(111).

the hypothesis of an additional occupied level in Ba, not found in Cs. The spatial

distribution of the electronic charge, reported in Fig. 4.20 in comparison with the

Cs one, supports such interpretation. In addition to the screening charge that

accumulates at the image plane, as in the alkali adsorption, the Ba case presents

an additional charge distribution centred on the atom, that can be related to the

s valence electron in the bonding level.

Furthermore the bonding-antibonding picture is supported also by the exper-

imental results. The 1PPE spectra at Γ is reported in Fig. 4.21 as a function

of the Ba coverage. The picture shows that the initial Ba deposition causes a

broadening of the occupied feature and a reduction of its intensity. At higher

coverages the lineshape is asymmetric presenting a tail that extends toward the

Fermi level. This suggests the coexistence of two spectral features: one related

to the Shockley state and the other to the bonding resonance. The same inter-
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pretation is confirmed also by the angle resolved 1PPE spectra in Fig. 4.22 that

shows, along an high symmetry path, in addition to the dispersive Shockley state,

a hint of a non-dispersing feature that can be related to the adatom-localized σ

resonance.

For what concerns the other contributions to the LDOS, the pz component

(m = 0) coincides in energy with the unoccupied l = 0,m = 0 peak, contributing

to the main σ resonance, as already found for alkali adatoms. The px, py resonance

(π) appears at higher energy, 0.5 eV above the main σ resonance, according to the

experimental findings. In addition a large l = 2 contribution is found at about

2 eV above the Fermi level, that contains all the m components and has to be

related to the d atomic level.

All the Ba resonances are in general quite broad if compared with the heavy

alkali adatoms ones. This is mainly due to the smaller adsorption distance of Ba

with respect to Cs, Rb, K. This enhances the overlap with the continuous band

of Cu(111). The linewidth of the σ resonance of Ba is comparable to that of Na

on Cu(111), which has slightly shorter adsorption distance than Ba.

In addition the main unoccupied σ resonance has a different energy position

in the energy gap. Due to its higher binding energy, the number of substrate

states available for hybridization is larger than for alkali adatom case. For the π

resonance this effect joins with the k‖ selectivity discussed above, giving a greater

broadening of the atomic level. Indeed the substrate states at this energy, that

are available for the overlap, are characterized by large k‖ values, resulting in

an enhanced hybridization with the localized π states (characterized by high k‖

Fourier components).
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4.2 Single Ba atom on Cu(111)

Figure 4.21: 1PPE spectra for Ba/Cu(111) at increasing Ba coverage. The more

intense peak corresponds to the Shockley state of the clean surface. These data

are taken from Ref. (4).

Figure 4.22: Angle resolved 1PPE spectra for Ba/Cu(111) from Ref. (4).
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Part II

Embedding method applied to

realistic systems: thin films on

metal surfaces
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In the second part of this thesis the results obtained for the electronic prop-

erties of thin films on metal surfaces are analyzed. The aim is to discuss some

peculiar aspects of these low dimensional systems, also connected to the experi-

mental analysis.

First of all a brief overview on the computational aspects relative to the em-

bedding implementation for realistic surfaces will be given in Chapter 5.

The last three chapters are devoted to the application of such a method. The

three systems analyzed here can be considered as representative of different phys-

ical properties due to the different chemical nature of their constituent elements,

both of the surface and of the overlayer.

The alkali film on noble metal substrate is a milestone of the scientific litera-

ture, due to its technological and fundamental interest. Despite the really simple

electronic structure of alkali, this system displays interesting properties for the

surface localized electronic states. In particular the theoretical analysis relative

to alkali on Cu(111) will be performed from a fundamental point of view, dis-

cussing the different broadening of surface specific features as a consequence of a

surface reconstruction.

Copper can be also a good substrate for the growth of adlayers of heavy

elements such as Bismuth. In this case our theoretical analysis is a support to

the experimental one and it is devoted to understand the interplay of electronic

and structural properties.

The third system, oxygen film on an iron surface, allows to consider the elec-

tronic imbalance due to the magnetic character of the surface. In such a case

the theoretical analysis joins to an experimental investigation performed through

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS), showing other

physical properties accessible through the applied theoretical method.
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Chapter 5

Embedding for realistic surfaces

The study of realistic surfaces through the embedding method is really more com-

plex than the model presented in the first part of this thesis. The real geometrical

configuration of the atoms, both in the surface plane and in the normal direction

(surface relaxation) has to be considered. As a consequence the calculation of

the embedding potential becomes more demanding. Indeed the embedded region

adopted for the calculation is chosen in such a way that it contains some crystal

layers (the number depends on the screening properties of the substrate) and a

portion of vacuum outside the surface. On the crystal side the embedding poten-

tial should be defined on a curly surface SC that tracks the undulating profile of

the spherical volumes that define the last atomic layer included in the calculation.

This leads to a quite difficult evaluation of the matrix elements. A further diffi-

culty in using a realistic surface potential instead of a pseudopotential concerns

the description of the rapid oscillations of the wave-functions near to the atomic

nuclei. The solutions adopted to overcome these points will be the object of this

chapter together with a general overview of the implementation of the embedding

method for realistic systems.

5.1 Embedding potential for realistic surfaces

The drawback in the calculation of the embedding potential can be overcome

using the method proposed by Crampin et al. (37) that consists in displacing the

embedding potential on an equivalent plane surface S, which is separated from
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Figure 5.1: Geometry adopted for the evaluation of the embedding potential on

the crystal side.

SC by a non-physical buffer space ∆ (see Fig. 5.1). In this method the wave-

function φ is defined in the volume I + ∆ and matches on S to the free electron

wave-function χ. Both φ and χ satisfy on the surface S the boundary condition in

Eq. (1.9), where G is the free particle Green’s function with zero normal derivative

on S. Because the potential in ∆ is constant, the two functions evolve in the same

way and thus they exhibit the same amplitude and logarithmic derivative also on

SC . In this way, if the the logarithmic derivative of χ on SC matches to that of

the bulk solution, the boundary conditions on S are automatically fixed, giving a

wave-function φ which is the solution to the Schrödinger equation in I with the

right normal derivative on SC . In practice the embedding potential on S furnishes

the same solution that one would obtain considering the embedding potential on

SC . For the construction of the embedding potential on S different methods have

been proposed (37; 83; 162). In the embedding code used in this thesis the Ishida

implementation has been adopted. The details of the calculation can be found in

Ref. (162).
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5.2 The FLAPW basis set

5.2 The FLAPW basis set

In the proximity of the atomic nuclei the wave-functions are strongly varying and

nearly spherical, while in the spatial region between the nuclei they are smoother.

It is thus convenient to use a basis set that reproduces such a behaviour. The

Full Linearized Augmented Plane Waves (FLAPW) basis set is suitable for this

aim. This provides a different basis expansion in two different region of space: the

spherical volumes centred on the atomic nuclei (muffin tins) and the interstitial

region between them.

ψ(r) =


∑

G cG(k)ei(k+G)·r r ∈ I∑
lm

[
Alm(k + G)ul(r) +Blm(k + G)u̇l(r)

]
Ylm(Ω) r ∈ MT

(5.1)

Within the muffin tins (MT) atomic like basis functions are defined. The

ul(E, r) are the solutions of the radial Schrödinger equation:(
− d2

dr2
+
l(l + 1)

r2
+ V (r)− El

)
rul(r) = 0 (5.2)

where V (r) is the spherical component of the potential within the MT, in-

cluding also the core state. The use of a full potential allows to describe both

valence and core states and to access to interesting quantities such as for example

the core level shift.

The ul(E, r) are constructed on a radial grid and for a given set of values of

E (pivot energies). During the self consistent procedure the variational freedom

of the pivot energies allows a better description of the eigenvalues of the system.

Also the derivatives u̇l(r) are introduced with this purpose. Indeed, if the band

energy differs slightly from the pivot, a simple Taylor expansion allows to describe

the radial function at the correct band energy, with an error which is quadratic

in the energy difference (E − ε).

ul(ε, r) = ul(El, r) + (ε− El)u̇l(r) +O((ε− E)2). (5.3)

In the region outside the MT the usual plane-waves are used. The two coefficients

Alm and Blm that appear in the linear combination of the ul(E, r), and their
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derivatives u̇l(r) are determined requiring the continuity of both the amplitude

and the radial derivative of the basis set on the MT boundaries. The FLAPW

basis set is used also for the expansion of the charge density and the potential,

that are evaluated in reciprocal space. These quantities require a larger cutoff

on the basis functions, respectively two and four times that used for the wave-

function.

In order to reduce the computational effort the basis set is built in such a way

that it exploits the crystal symmetries.

For the technical details about the construction of such symmetrized functions

see Ref. (144).

5.3 Computational details

The preliminary step for the self consistent calculation at the surface is the de-

termination of the unperturbed Green’s function of the bulk, which is necessary

for the calculation of the embedding potential. This calculation furnishes the

effective potential in the bulk unit cell.

The second step consists in the construction of the embedding potential, ex-

ploiting the method described in Section 5.1. As by-product of the calculation,

also the complex band structure is obtained (162).

Finally the ab initio calculation for the surface is performed within a finite

embedded region.

Differently from supercell calculations, only few layers of bulk are enough to

guarantee a good solution that matches correctly to the unperturbed one, thanks

to the inclusion of the embedding potential in the Hamiltonian.

One of the fundamental step in the calculation is the input part. Some of the

input data define the system (atomic coordinates, chemical nature of the atomic

species, symmetry operators) and the general parameters of the calculation (cut-

off for the basis set, radial grid, extension of the embedding region, MT radii,

exchange-correlation functional). Other ones are instead fixed for a specific aim

(energy path and mesh, k‖ points, Broyden parameters for the self consistency).

After the reading of the input data an initial (guess) charge density is built up

by superimposing the charge density of the unperturbed isolated atoms.
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At this point the self-consistent cycle is entered: the effective potential Veff

appearing in the Kohn-Sham set of equations is determined by computing sepa-

rately the Hartree+nuclear part and the exchange-correlation part. At present in

the code it is possible to evaluate the latter one using different approximations:

in particular the Local-Density (LDA) and the General Gradient one (GGA) have

been implemented in the code. Available parametrization are: the Perdew-Zunger

(133), the Moruzzi-Janak-Williams (89), the Gunnarson-Lundquist (65) and the

Von Barth-Hedin (157) for the LDA while it is possible to use the Perdew-Wang

(134) and the Perdew- Burke-Ernzerhof (132) parametrization within GGA. At

this level, the computation is split according to the number of k‖ points sampling

the SBZ. In the following steps the embedding potential is read and the Hamil-

tonian matrix elements which do not depend on the energy are calculated; as the

embedding potential matrix elements are energy dependent, a third loop is now

entered in which the Green’s function is determined at each energy point, invert-

ing the [H − EO] matrix, as shown in Eq. (1.20). An energy and k‖ dependent

Green’s function is now available; the imaginary part of its trace representing the

output local density of states. The information concerning different k‖ points is

now collected and the integration over the SBZ is performed; the output charge is

then compared to the input one and, if they differ by more than a given threshold,

the iterative cycle continues up to when convergence is reached. In order to have

a smoother and faster convergence the output charge is mixed with the input one

using the so-called Broyden algorithm (24).

5.3.1 Inclusion of the image potential

Within the embedding region the effective potential is evaluated in the Density

Functional framework. Due to the local character of the functionals used for

the exchange and correlation term, the long range behaviour of the potential in

vacuum is not reproducible. In front of the metal surface the electrons experience

a long range image potential:

V image(z) = − 1

4(z − zim)
(5.4)
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where zim is the position image plane. This potential gives the asymptotic be-

haviour in vacuum and bounds the hydrogenic series of image states. In order to

allow an appropriate description of such states, one should include a non local

correction to the potential but the calculation would become quite demanding.

Alternatively it is possible to use the procedure proposed by Nekovee and Ingles-

field (113; 114). Assuming that the potential in vacuum has the image asymptotic

behaviour reported in Eq. (5.4), they gradually mix the self consistent effective

potential with the image tail:

V (z) = [1− Ix(a, b)]V GGA(z) + Ix(a, b)V
image(z). (5.5)

This procedure gives in the near surface region a potential that accounts for the

effect of the correct asymptotic behaviour in vacuum, although it differs from that

reported in Eq. (5.4). Indeed the effective potential coincides with the perfect

image potential only asymptotically in vacuum. The mixing procedure is realized

through an incomplete beta function Ix (3) that extends from the image plane

up to the limit of the embedded region in the vacuum. This function that grows

gradually from zero to one guaranties a continuous mixing of the two potentials.

In Eq. (5.5) Ix is given as a function of the reduced coordinate x that is defined

as:

x = − z − zim
zim − zs

(5.6)

where zs is the starting point for the mixing and zim is the image plane. The

parameters a and b define the slope of Ix in passing from zero to 1. In particular

the ratio a/b is related to the centre of gravity of the function, while acting on

the absolute value of a and b it’s possible to change its curvature. Some test-

calculations have evidenced that the calculated binding energy of the image states

weakly depends on the choice of a and b in a wide range of values.

The last point which is worthy to be discussed regards the position of the

image plane. In order to determine the image plane it is possible to exploit

the non periodicity of the embedding method which makes the application of an

external electric field normal to the surface plane an easy task to perform (85). It

is then possible to calculate the centroid of the field induced charge distribution
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which corresponds to the position of the static image plane as originally stated

by Lang and Kohn (99). Indeed:

Ezz = ∆Ψ (5.7)

where Ez = 4πσ, σ representing the induced charge. It is possible to rewrite

Eq. (5.7) in terms of σ and of the position of the image plane zim:

∆Ψ = −4πσ(zs − zim) + Aσ2 (5.8)

where ∆Ψ is the variation of the work function upon the application of the

electric field.
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Chapter 6

p(2× 2)-K/Cu(111)

Alkali metals on metal surfaces have been studied extensively for a long time.

The main scientific interest was devoted to the structural configuration upon

adsorption (41), to the nature of the chemical bonding (81; 123), and to the

rich electronic properties of the system (16). In particular the electronic struc-

ture of one monolayer of an alkali metal on a metal substrate has been widely

studied in recent years both from an experimental and theoretical point of view

(7; 22; 28; 146). From the single adatom adsorption up to the completion of a

monolayer, the electronic properties of the system are subject to a continuous

modification that involves both the states of the pristine clean surface and the

overlayer induced ones (49). Despite the simple electronic configuration of al-

kali adatoms, these low dimensional systems give the opportunity to observe and

characterize electronic states of various nature. In particular the confinement of

the electronic wave functions in the overlayer can be remarkable. The substrate

band structure together with that of the adlayer can lead to the formation of a

sort of a quantum well in which 2D state appears (26; 70; 106). This quantum

well state (QWS) and other overlayer specific features will be the object of the

present chapter.

In particular the role of the substrate band structure in the lifetime of the

surface specific features will be discussed. This topic, already treated in Chapter

4 for a single adatom on Cu(111), returns here for a more intricate situation. The

growth of one monolayer of alkali metal on such a surface is indeed associated

with a surface reconstruction that determines a band folding into a smaller surface
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Brillouin zone. The effect of such a folding is that the overlayer states that lie

in the energy gap of the clean surface acquire an intrinsic elastic linewidth. The

embedding method allows to estimate this elastic contribution. Furthermore the

bulk bands of the pristine surface and the folded ones overlap in different way

within the surface Brillouin zone. As a consequence also the linewidth has a

not trivial dependence on k‖. In the following the ab-initio electronic properties

of p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111) will be discussed. Recently the electronic properties of

Na/Cu(111) (25) and Cs/Cu(111) (28) have been investigated by the embedding

method. The recent experimental results (141) relative to p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111)

motivated the extension of the theoretical analysis, performed through the same

approach, also to this system.

6.1 Surface geometry

Many studies were devoted in past years to the surface configuration of adsorbed

alkali atoms on noble metal substrates, in particular on Cu(111). Due to the low

corrugation of Cu(111) the alkali adatoms are free to rearrange themselves on the

surface.

Concerning the atomic configuration of K on Cu(111) LEED measurements

(47) revealed an initial incommensurate reconstruction, that was identified as an

hexagonal phase with the same orientation as the substrate. Increasing the cover-

age a long-ranged-ordered phase can be observed evolving into a clear commensu-

rate p(2× 2) phase. After further adsorption of potassium the phase becomes in-

commensurate again. The experimental analysis thus confirms the formation of a

continuous hexagonal overlayer on the surface that constitutes a two-dimensional

solid orientationally ordered on the copper substrate and without intermixing

phenomena. This assertion is confirmed also by the linear relationship between

the inverse square of the atomic spacing and the coverage, reported in Fig. 6.1. In

particular the linearity is observed up to 0.3 ML. In order to follow the evolution

of the surface configuration in the different phases as a function of K adsorbed

and to unequivocally identify the completion of the first monolayer, a clarifica-

tion about the definition of 1 ML coverage is necessary. It is indeed a common

choice in alkali overlayer systems to define 1 ML such that it is normalized to
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Figure 6.1: Relationship between inverse square of the potassium nearest-

neighbour spacing a and the K coverage on Cu(111) surface. From Ref. (47)

the nominal coverage (defined as the ratio between the number of adatoms and

the number of substrate atoms per unit area) which gives a clear experimental

evidence. For example Fischer et al. (49) fix the completion of the first mono-

layer at the nominal coverage at which the saturation of the work function is

reached. In other works this assignment is made in correspondence of the max-

imum in the photoemission intensity of the state at the Fermi level. These two

phenomena coincide within a 10% variation of coverage. As confirmed also by

the data in Fig. 6.1 the completion of the first monolayer occurs at 0.3 of nominal

coverage. Further adsorption of potassium leads to an out of plane reconstruc-

tion, that corresponds to a deviation from linearity. The p(2× 2) phase (nominal

coverage of 0.25) can be thus properly identified as the full monolayer within an

error of about 10% with respect to 0.3 derived from Fig. 6.1. Nevertheless in the

recent work of Schiller (141) the p(2 × 2) ordered phase has been assigned to a

0.75 ML, a coverage considerably smaller than 1 ML. This discrepancy is due to

the erroneous definition of 1 ML in correspondence of a 0.4 nominal coverage in

Fig. 6.1 where a saturation regime is already stabilized. In the following we will

consider the perfect p(2× 2) as the full monolayer and our theoretical results will

be compared with those of Schiller at the same coverage. The p(2 × 2) phase
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Figure 6.2: Sketch of the p(2× 2)-K/Cu(111) unit cell considered in the calcula-

tion.

has been characterized both by SEXAFS measurements (5) and theoretical cal-

culations (42; 124; 125) in the past. All these investigations agree in attributing

to the potassium adatoms an atop adsorption position, although a higher coor-

dination site could be expected in such a system. Nevertheless experiments and

theories (more than one theoretical method has been used) are not in agreement

on the equilibrium adsorption distance. The experimental determination is 3.05

± 0.02 Å, while the theoretical ones are in general shorter. Cluster calculations

in DFT-LDA and Restricted Hartree Fock approach give respectively 2.90 Å and

3.00 Å (125). This last value was confirmed also by a Metropolis Monte Carlo

simulation (124). A DFT slab calculation confirmed once again that the atop

position is preferred, with an adsorption distance equal to 2.73 or 2.83 Å in LDA

or GGA respectively (42).

6.2 Computational details

In the calculation we use the experimental adsorption distance (3.05 Å) that we

retain as the more reliable one. The lattice parameter of Cu (3.61 Å) is used

and the calculation is performed assuming no surface relaxation. In the plane of

the surface the adatom-adatom distance is equal to a double lattice parameter

of the Cu(111) surface unit cell. The embedded region chosen for the calculation

extends for 15.34 Å. It includes two layers of the substrate (eight Cu atoms) and
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Figure 6.3: Surface Brillouin zone of p(2× 2)-K/Cu(111)

the overlayer (one K atom), while the remaining space is vacuum. In Fig. 6.2 a

top view of the surface and the embedded region are reported.

For the calculation parameters, we have used 10.24 Ry as the cutoff for the

plane wave expansion and lmax = 9 for the basis in the muffin tins. The muffin

tin radii are respectively 1.06 Å for copper and 1.28 Å for K.

The surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) is sampled with a (9×9) regular mesh, that

consist in 22 independent k‖ points. It is important to note that due to the sur-

face reconstruction a mapping of the surface Brillouin zone of the pristine clean

surface onto that of the overlayer occurs. The resulting SBZ is a quarter of that

of Cu(111) and is obtained by the folding of the clean surface one, as depicted

in Fig 6.3. Note that primed letters correspond to high symmetry point of the

(1× 1) SBZ of Cu(111).

The image state calculation is performed taking zim = 1.95 Å from the K surface

atom, as explained in Chapter 5. The densities of states that follow display a

fictitious width due to the small imaginary part of the energy used in the LDOS

calculation; where no differently declared this is equal to 2.27 meV.
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6.3 Overview of the theoretical electronic prop-

erties

The first result concerns the work function reduction with respect to the clean

Cu(111) surface. The reason for this reduction in the low coverage regime has

been already discussed in Chapter 4. At 1 ML coverage the work function has

reached the saturation value. This regime corresponds to the so called 2D con-

densation in which a metallic layer is formed. Indeed, increasing the number of

adsorbates on the clean surface, the cohesion interaction between the K adatoms

surpasses the interaction with the substrate due to the considerable overlap of

the K valence states that form a surface band. The theoretical work function

associated to such a metalization of the monolayer is equal to 2.07 eV, consider-

ably smaller than the Cu(111) one, which is equal to 4.89 eV. Our results are in

agreement with the experimental ones (2.27 eV and 4.93 eV respectively) despite

a little discrepancy of 0.2 eV for the K-covered surface. This difference could

be ascribed to the fact that the measured system could not correspond exactly

to an homogeneous monolayer. Indeed the presence of impurities and defect can

influence the work function.

A preliminary characterization of the electronic properties of the system can

be deduced from the density of states in the SBZ. This one is reported in Fig. 6.4

for different spatial volumes.

Note that the DOS in the interstitial regions is considerably smaller than in

the muffin tins due to the close packed nature of Cu(111). First of all it is possible

to observe that the DOS of copper in the second layer (central panel) is narrower

than the bulk DOS (first panel). This effect is attributed to the presence of the

surface. In addition the DOS in the MT 3, which is just below the K atom slightly

differs from that of its nearest neighbour. In particular a depletion of states is

observed at around −2 eV while higher DOS is found around −4 eV. The third

panel reports the DOS in the overlayer region and in the vacuum space. In this

case the DOS is nearly equal in the two volumes. This allows us to conclude that

the s valence states of K are localized in the overlayer and in the near-surface

region.
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Figure 6.4: Density of states of p(2× 2)-K/Cu(111) in the surface Brillouin zone

evaluated in different volumes.
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The DOS in the SBZ is an averaged quantity, so that the single states can

not be clearly identified. In order to characterize the surface specific electronic

features a k‖ analysis is preferred.

6.3.1 k‖ resolved DOS

In Fig. 6.5 the DOS in the Γ point is reported, in the same volumes as above, with

the exception of the copper interstitials that we verified to contribute poorly.

The upper panel displays the DOS in the Cu muffin tins. This is characterized

by the high density of states corresponding to the d band of the substrate that

extends, in the Γ′≡Γ point up to −1 eV. The clean surface exhibits at Γ′ a

surface projected energy gap in the energy range −1 eV, 3.75 eV. Note that

theoretical energies of the upper and lower edge of the gap slightly differ from

the experimental ones due to the well known DFT erroneous estimate of the bulk

band edges. In the Γ point of the SBZ of p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111) an additional

contribution to the DOS comes from the M′ point of the clean surface, due to

the band folding. This density of states partially plugs up the gap, up to 1.5 eV.

Close to the upper edge of this band the n = 1 image state is visible while the

other image states accumulate at the vacuum level. The density of states from

the vacuum level up to the upper edge of the (1×1) energy gap at 3.75 eV is due

to the states of vacuum and merges in the upper s band of copper.

In order to illustrate the electronic states induced by the K film, the analysis

of the DOS localized in the overlayer and in the surface region (K interstitial)

is the most appropriate. For this purpose the DOS at Γ shows the main surface

electronic features of the system. Nevertheless the analysis along high symmetry

paths in the (2× 2) SBZ allows a more complete characterization. In Fig. 6.6 the

DOS along the ΓMKΓ path, evaluated in the K muffin tin is reported.

Let us analyze in detail the overlayer induced features at Γ. The occupied

spectrum is characterized by a broad feature near to the lower edge of the Cu(111)

energy gap and by a narrow peak just below the Fermi level.

The broad surface resonance (SR) at about −1.2 eV is the evolution of the

Shockley surface state of Cu(111) which, in the clean surface, is located in the sur-

face projected energy gap. Photoemission experiments (49; 92; 141) have shown
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Figure 6.5: Density of states of p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111) at the Γ point, in different

volumes (see Fig. 6.2). The vertical dashed lines indicate the Fermi level and the

vacuum level.
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Figure 6.6: Surface band structure of p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111) along high symmetry

paths in the surface Brillouin zone, evaluated in the K muffin tin.

that increasing the coverage of alkali adatoms the Shockley state shifts lower in

energy until it disappears from the photoemission spectra when it crosses the

edge of the sp band. Approaching to the bulk band, also the physical properties

of such a state progressively change. Recent experiments have shown for example

the variation of its effective mass for different alkali coverages (141). The energy

shift has to be ascribed to the more attractive potential upon adsorption of K.

When the Shockley state enters in the continuous band it hybridizes with the

substrate states giving rise to a resonance which was observed also for Na and

Cs films on Cu(111) (22; 28). Note that slab calculations give discrete overlayer

states due to the finite extent of the slab, while the embedding method gives a

broad resonance and it permits the estimate of its elastic linewidth. The elas-

tic width of the surface resonance (and other states) will be analyzed in Section

6.3.2. The binding energy of the surface resonance at Γ can be compared with

the experimental one reported by Schiller (141). The ab initio value of −1.28 eV

slightly differs from the experimental one of −1.05 eV. The reason of this dis-

crepancy is probably due to the error in the DFT estimate of the band edge. The
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surface resonance is indeed pinned by the edge of the bulk band of Cu(111). In

DFT this lower edge of the gap is slightly lower than the expected experimental

position and this influences also the position of the surface resonance.

Due to its resonant character the SR can propagate also toward the bulk,

as can be deduced from the density of states on the Cu atoms. Nevertheless

the higher contribution in the K muffin tin demonstrates the overlayer character

of such a feature. The localization on the overlayer could suggest a different

assignment of this states, that can be related to the free-electron like energy band

found by Wimmer in the free-standing K monolayer at slightly lower energies

(160). This hypothesis is confirmed by the spatial distribution of the charge

density, which is reported in the left upper panel of Fig. 6.8. This quantity

has been obtained integrating the Green’s function in the actual energy range

of the surface resonance. In this plot the darker (lighter) regions correspond

to larger (smaller) charge density. The charge density relative to the analyzed

energy range show a contribution of p symmetry on the Cu atoms, while a lower

intensity of spherical charge distribution is observed on the K atom, in agreement

with the assignment of this electronic feature to the s band of the unsupported

K overlayer.We conclude that the SR has a dual nature because it can be related

both to the Shockley state and to the overlayer band. The substrate or overlayer

character emerge in different way in different point of the SBZ. The Fig. 6.7

reports the surface resonance intensity in Γ, M and K both in the K and subsurface

Cu muffin tin. Note that the DOS in the K MT has been normalized to rCu/rK

to be comparable with that in the Cu volume. From these plots it is evident

that the SR intensity, evaluated in the K MT, grows in the M and K points.

This behaviour, already observed for Cs and Na overlayers, reflects an higher

localization of this state at the edges of the surface Brillouin zone. This aspect

suggests that the K electronic structure interacts strongly with the states at

Γ. Indeed, due to the stronger overlap, the wave-function at Γ is spread both

on the surface Cu layers and on the K overlayer. The surface planar average

of the charge density at Γ and M, which is reported in the lower left panel of

Fig. 6.8, confirms this behaviour. The dispersion of the surface resonance shows

a parabolic dependence on k‖ along high symmetry paths. Fitting the energy
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Figure 6.7: Density of states of p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111) in the energy range of the

surface resonance, evaluated in different point of the SBZ and in different volumes,

namely the K and Cu muffin tins.
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Figure 6.8: Spatial distribution (upper panel) and planar average (lower panel)

of the charge density of SR, QWS, GS of p(2× 2)-K/Cu(111).

position of the maximum the effective mass of 0.53 me has been estimated, in

quite good agreement with the value of 0.55 me reported by Schiller (141).

The other occupied feature observed in the overlayer-vacuum region is the

Quantum Well State (QWS) at −0.118 eV from the Fermi level. This state

originates from the 2D confinement between two potential barriers: the gap of

forbidden states on the substrate side and the vacuum on the other side. The

presence of such a state in the alkali-covered surfaces has been investigated both

theoretically and experimentally (25; 31; 44) and it is a well known feature of

thin and ultra-thin metal films on metal substrates (109). The quantum well state

appears in the photoemission spectra from coverages at about half a monolayer

and it is connected with the formation of an ordered overlayer structure observed

by LEED. It originates from the 4s atomic level of K, that lies at higher energies

in the limit of zero coverage (see Chapter 4) and shifts down with an increasing

amount of alkali metal adsorbed. The theoretical binding energy of the QWS in

the p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111) is slightly greater than that found for the (3/2 × 3/2)

Na/Cu(111), equal to −0.173 eV while for the p(2× 2) Cs/Cu(111) this state is

unoccupied (+0.05 eV).

For all the alkali-metal overlayers the QWS thus lies within the energy gap

of the clean Cu(111) surface. Nevertheless due to the band folding induced by
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the surface reconstruction its wave-function overlaps with that of the folded bulk

states, resulting in an intrinsic linewidth. The lifetime of the QWS of alkali

overlayers on Cu(111) has been object of theoretical studies that evaluated both

the elastic and the inelastic contributions (34). The embedding approach allows

the estimation of the elastic contribution that is found equal to 2.8 meV in the

Γ point. Recently we have shown that the elastic contribution constitutes only

the 5% of the lifetime, which is dominated by the many body inelastic electron-

electron scattering (16 meV) and receives a small contribution from the electron-

phonon channel (2 meV). Our estimation of the elastic contribution is of the same

order of magnitude of that found for Cs overlayer QWS.

The surface charge density distribution relative to QWS is reported in Fig. 6.8

in the upper middle panel. A charge depletion in the region between the K

atom and the surface is observed, while it spills out in the vacuum evidencing an

outward spatial distribution. The surface planar average confirms this behaviour

(lower middle panel of Fig. 6.8) showing a high density outside the surface. This

reflects in a high density of states in the K interstitial volume, as can be evinced

from Fig. 6.5.

Looking at the dispersion in k‖ the intensity of the QWS is found to decrease

moving from Γ while its linewidth progressively grows, as it will be discussed in

next section.

Since the QWS is due to a 2D charge distribution confined at the surface it

displays a nearly free electron dispersion in the surface plane. Consequently its

effective mass can be determined from a free-particle dispersion law in k‖. The

effective mass resulting from the fitting procedure up to kF is equal to 0.7 me,

in good agreement with the experimental value of 0.8 me (141). Passing from

Na to K and Cs the QWS progressively moves up in energy and consequently

the effective mass becomes closer to the free particle value m∗ = 1 me. This is

because approaching the centre of the energy gap the decay length of the QWS

is smaller, so that it is strongly confined in the overlayer acquiring an increasing

2D character.

Concerning the unoccupied part of the DOS it is characterized mainly by the

series of image states (IS) that accumulates at the vacuum level and by the gap

state (GS) at higher energies. The image states are lower in energy with respect
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to the clean surface, because they are pinned to the new vacuum level of the

surface. Note that the quite low imaginary part of energy chosen to calculate the

DOS allows to resolve the states up to n = 5 and in principle the whole series

could be obtained by reducing the imaginary part of the energy. However in

the literature there is little evidence of the states with n ≥ 3 due to the limited

experimental resolution, so that in the following we will refer only to the first

three states of the series. The theoretical binding energies are in good agreement

with the experimental ones (50). In the Γ point the image states lie within an

energy gap, also upon the band folding so that they display zero linewidth. The

situation changes moving in k‖ because they cross the substrate bands and also

other overlayer features resulting in an intricate broadening process. Due to their

spatial localization far outside the surface, where the planar corrugation of the

potential is really small, the image states have an effective mass close to unity.

The last observed electronic feature is a peak at 3.8 eV in the Γ point. This

state was already identified in the overlayer of Cs on Cu(111) as Gap State (GS)

(28). In that case it was found to lie within an energy gap at Γ (at 2.7 eV),

resulting in a quite sharp peak. This allowed to conclude that it is not hybridized

with the states of vacuum. In the p(2×2)-K/Cu(111) the GS is higher in energy,

just below the upper edge of the bulk energy gap. Regarding the band structure

of the unsupported monolayer reported by Wimmer, this state can be assigned

to the p − d band of the overlayer electronic structure. Such a band lies at

lower energies for Cs, in agreement with the previously observed difference in

the binding energy of the GS. The surface charge density (right panel Fig. 6.8)

confirms such interpretation; it shows indeed a p-like orbital on the K atom. The

charge density accumulates on the K atom, as confirmed also by the surface planar

average. These properties of the GS reproduce what already found in the case of

Cs, confirming that the two features have the same physical nature. Moving from

the Γ point the GS separates in two branches. One of them disperses downward

and joins the surface resonance both in the M and K points so that it can be

viewed as a folded band. The other branch disperses upwards for one third of

the path in k‖ then its dispersion suddenly changes and it shifts down in energy.

This change is not properly a strange behaviour typical of this state but it is due

to the crossing with an higher energy band.
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Table 6.1: Key features of the surface states of p(2× 2)-K/Cu(111) (in brackets

the experimental values (50; 141)). Binding energy and elastic linewidth are

relative to the Γ point. The image states are given with respect to the vacuum

level.
State Energy (eV) kF (Å−1) m∗ (me) Γel (meV)

SR −1.28 (1.03) 0.43 (0.36) 0.53 (0.55) 250

QWS −0.118 (−0.100) 0.148 (0.15) 0.707 (0.81) 2.8

GS 3.8 ∼0

n = 1 −0.626 (−0.64±0.03) 0.92 0

n = 2 −0.208 (−0.19) 0.95 0

n = 3 −0.090 (−0.05)] 0.95 0

It is interesting to note that when the second branch of the GS encounters

the n = 1 image state along the ΓK path, it displays an anti-crossing behaviour

due to symmetry reasons.

In Tab. 6.1 a summary of the relevant properties of the analyzed features are

reported, in comparison with the experimental results available.

6.3.2 Elastic linewidth along a high symmetry path in the

surface Brillouin zone

It has been already shown that the accurate description of the continuum of the

bulk states allows the determination of the elastic linewidth of the electronic

surface features. In the p(2× 2)-K/Cu(111) the folding of the copper bands and

their mutual superposition in the Brillouin zone, induce complex changes of the

elastic linewidth along high symmetry paths in the SBZ. Indeed the overlayer

features can hybridize differently with the substrate states at the centre or at

the edge of the SBZ. In addition their linewidth depends on the symmetry of the

states involved in the hybridization. In the upper panel of Fig. 6.9 is reported

the dispersion of the overlayer resonances along ΓK, superimposed on the surface

projected bulk band structure resulting from the folding in the p(2×2) SBZ. The

dots correspond to the maxima of the observed overlayer states. Note that there

are three paths of the (1× 1) SBZ that are folded in the ΓK of the p(2× 2) (see
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Fig. 6.3):

ΓK = Γ
′
K
′
/2 + M

′
K
′
+ M

′
K
′
/2 (6.1)

where K′/2 is the intermediate point of the Γ′K′ path in the (1× 1) SBZ that

coincides with the K point. In the bottom panels the elastic linewidth of the

overlayer features is reported as a function of k‖. This has been obtained fitting

these states with a Lorentzian function plus an additive constant that accounts

for the background of the substrate states. The variation of the linewidth as a

function of k‖ is not trivial and can be explained quite successfully by the different

interaction of the overlayer states with the bulk bands they encounter along the

path. Let us analyze the situation with more detail. Starting from the occupied

states, the SR displays an initial linewidth of 0.21 eV at Γ which remains nearly

constant since the state crosses the bands proper of the M′K′/2 path at k‖ equal

to 0.1 Å−1. This behaviour suggests that it interacts strongly with the states near

the M′ point, more than with the states at Γ′. The linewidth thus starts to grow,

then it reaches a maximum and after decreases. Differently the QWS displays a

really small intrinsic linewidth at the Γ point due to a little hybridization with

the states near the M′ point. The linewidth of this state starts to increase when it

enters in the bulk band relative to the Γ′ K′/2 path. This behaviour demonstrates

that the QWS hybridizes poorly with the folded bands while it is quenched by the

bulk states in the Γ′K′/2 path. The series of image states has zero linewidth at Γ

lying within the resulting energy gap. The major changes in their linewidth are

induced by the crossing with the branches of the gap state while the hybridization

with the bulk continuum is little. This is an effect of the spatial localization of

these states far outside the surface. As a consequence the overlap with bulk states

is lower, while the wave-function of the GS which is localized in the overlayer has

a larger probability of hybridization. Finally both the branches of the GS start

at Γ with zero linewidth, then they broaden due to the crossing with the bulk

band that they encounter in the dispersion.
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Figure 6.9: Upper panel: Dispersion of the K induced states and folded bands of

Cu(111). Lower panels: Linewidth of the overlayer states as a function of k‖.
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Chapter 7

c(2× 2)-Bi/Cu(100)

Phase transitions in reduced dimensional materials are sometimes a direct con-

sequence of electronic instability against lattice distortion due to dimensionality

reduction. The interplay between electronic properties and surface morphology

is then a key issue in the characterization of quasi-2D systems which display

high electron-phonon coupling, as for example ultra-thin crystal films of sp-block

metals on fcc(001) surfaces (8).

Bismuth is an example of an sp-block metal with strong electron-phonon cou-

pling and large spin-orbit splitting in the surface bands (68). In addition an

enhancement of the density of states at the Fermi level passing from bulk to the

surface (71) has been evidenced for this system.

It was observed experimentally that the adsorption of a single Bi layer on

Cu(100) gives rise to a large variety of structural phases varying the coverage

(40; 107; 108; 163). The analogies with the case of In/Cu(100) (112) suggest

a possible explanation of these phase transitions on the basis of the coupling of

the conduction electrons with the phonon modes of the system leading to the

formation of a charge density wave (CDW). This hypothesis is not yet confirmed

and requires an accurate understanding of the electronic properties of the thin

film adsorbed. In particular the density of states at the Fermi level plays a

fundamental role in such a process, being the nesting of the Fermi surface a

necessary condition for such kind of Peierls transition (131).

An accurate analysis of the spectral properties of the different phases observed

has been performed recently through an Angle Resolved Photoemission Spec-
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7. C(2× 2)-BI/CU(100)

troscopy (ARPES) experiment (58). It shows the evolution of the Bi-induced

states upon the formation of strain dislocations in the Bi surface plane, that

separate c(2× 2) domains.

In this chapter the ab initio theoretical results relative to the ordered c(2 ×
2) reconstruction are presented. This structural phase occurs at 0.5 ML and

characterizes the local morphology of the bi-domain superstructures at higher

coverages. Thus a deep insight into the electronic properties of such a phase can

help in understanding the influence of the periodic array of dislocations on the

electronic structure, as observed experimentally. In addition it could give some

evidence of the interplay of electronic and structural properties in the sequence

of phase transitions observed for this system.

7.1 Surface reconstructions and theoretical mod-

eling

A single layer of bismuth deposited on the Cu(100) surface forms long range or-

dered structural phases at various Bi density. The LEED experiments show that

the initial deposition of Bi on Cu(001) surface corresponds to the formation of a

Bi-Cu alloy (108) concomitant with a charge transfer that induces a work function

reduction. At around 0.5 ML of coverage an ordered c(2 × 2) phase is observed

with the Bi atoms in hollow positions (58). This structural phase coincides with

the complete de-alloying of the overlayer. Increasing the Bi coverage line disloca-

tions appear that determine the transition to a (9
√

2 ×
√

2)R45◦ reconstruction

accompanied by an abrupt change in the work function that reduces further. For

a coverage equal to 0.6 ML a strain induced bi-dimensional array of dislocations

is formed giving rise to a p(10× 10) reconstruction (107).

The high symmetry c(2 × 2) phase thus characterizes the local morphology

since 0.5 ML of coverage up to the completion of the full monolayer. The ab

initio embedding calculation has been performed considering a surface cell which

is (
√

2 ×
√

2)R45◦ that of the clean Cu(100) surface. The cell contains one Bi

atom in hollow position. The Bi-Cu vertical distance has been set equal to 2.07 Å

according to Refs. (107; 108). In addition a surface relaxation of the outermost
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Figure 7.1: Surface Brillouin zone of c(2×2)-Bi/Cu(100) (solid line) and Cu(100)

(dashed line).

Cu layer as been included, in terms of a 2.3 % expansion of the interlayer spacing,

as determined by experiment. The embedded region includes two Cu substrate

layers on the bulk side and extends for about 9 Å in vacuum. The calculation

has been performed using 18.1 Rydberg as the cutoff for the basis set and a

spherical expansion up to lmax = 8 in the muffin tins. The DOS are calculated

introducing a small imaginary part of the energy, equal to 5 meV. The surface

Brillouin zone is sampled with a (10× 10) mesh in reciprocal space that reduces

to 21 independent k‖ points. The surface Brillouin zone is reported in Fig. 7.1 in

comparison with that of Cu(100). As a consequence of the surface reconstruction

the pristine Brillouin zone is folded in the smaller one. Note that primed letters

refer to the high symmetry points in the (1× 1) SBZ.

A PBE-GGA approximation for the exchange and correlations potential has

been used.

Please note that currently the embedding code does not contains the spin-

orbit interaction, so this is neglected in the results presented in the following.

7.2 Bi-induced features in the k‖ resolved DOS

The starting point in the analysis of the electronic properties of the system can be

the k‖ resolved DOS in different spatial volumes. In Fig. 7.2 the DOS of c(2×2)-

Bi/Cu(100) in the Γ point is reported in the upper panel for two different volumes:
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Figure 7.2: Density of states of c(2 × 2)-Bi/Cu(100) at the Γ point (upper

panel), evaluated in two different volumes, in comparison with the surface DOS

of Cu(100) in the equivalent points of the (1 × 1) SBZ (reversed in the lower

panel).

the surface region (Bi plus sub-surface Cu MT) and the Bi layer alone in order

to identify the states localized in the overlayer. The DOS is also compared with

that obtained for the clean Cu(100) surface in the equivalent points of the SBZ.

This DOS is reported reversed in the lower panel of Fig. 7.2. Note that, due to

the folding, both the Γ’ and M’ points of the (1× 1) Brillouin zone contribute to

the Γ point of the c(2× 2).

The first notable effect of the Bi deposition is the disappearance of the Tamm

state (ST ) of Cu(100), localized within a surface projected energy gap in the M’

point of the (1 × 1) SBZ. Differently the Shockley state (SS), which is in the Γ’

point of Cu(100), is slightly shifted and reduced in amplitude. The d band of

copper, in the energy range between −1.5 and −3.5 eV, exhibits a reorganization

in the spectral weight of the electronic states. In addition a general shift of the

copper surface states toward lower energies can be noted. This behaviour can

be observed for example for the discrete state at −4.73 eV in the Γ’ point that

shifts toward the lower edge of the small gap in which it lies. The size of the shift
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Figure 7.3: Density of states of c(2×2)-Bi/Cu(100) at the M point (upper panel),

evaluated in two different volumes, in comparison with the DOS of Cu(100) in

the equivalent point of the (1× 1) SBZ (reversed in the lower panel).

is even larger for the surface resonance at −3.85 in M’, whose energy is reduced

of about 0.5 eV. Upon adsorption of Bi new sharp features appear in the DOS

that have been identified by Ii. Among them only the I1 is localized in the Bi

layer. The other Ii features can not be immediately identified as overlayer states

and could be due to a modification of the spectral properties of the underlying

Cu(100) substrate resulting in an energy shift of the surface states and in the

variation of the spectral weight of the electronic states. The DOS in the M point,

reported in Fig. 7.3 in comparison with the correspondent point of the (1 × 1)

surface, exhibits more significant features localized on Bi. These ones, labeled by

I8 and I7 lie in a surface energy gap of Cu(100) resulting in very narrow peaks.

The I7 peak is more precisely due to a doublet of states that are degenerate at Γ.

Also in this case there is a reorganization of the d band of copper and an

energy shift of its surface states, namely the discrete state at −1.5 eV and the

surface resonance at −2.4 eV. In particular the last one shifts toward higher

energies leading to a very narrow peak labeled by I3.

The spectral features just analyzed are in very good agreement with that
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Figure 7.4: Surface band structure of c(2 × 2)-Bi/Cu(100) in comparison with

the Cu(100) one (left panel) and with the experimental data (dotted-lines). The

theoretical band structure has been shifted of 0.73 eV to allow a better comparison

with experiments. Theoretical surface states are evidenced by white dashed lines.

evidenced by ARPES measurements. Almost all the theoretically predicted states

have been observed for the c(2× 2) phase. The ARPES investigation, performed

as a function of coverage, shows that the Bi-induced states are influenced by

the formation of the surface strain dislocations. In particular the binding energy

of I1, I2, I4 reduces increasing the coverage of Bi. This energy shift seems to

be due to the effect of the domain wall potential confinement on the electronic

states. Differently I6, I7, I8 are completely quenched passing from the c(2 × 2)

to the (9
√

2 ×
√

2)R45◦ phase. The I3 state is unshifted in all the experimental

coverage-dependent measurements confirming that it is proper of the copper band

structure.

The comparison between theoretical and experimental results has been per-

formed in Ref. (58) by applying an overall shift to the computed electronic band

structure. This shift can be justified through the inaccuracy in the Kohn-Sham

estimation of the binding energy, which is commonly known, and often resolved

by shifting the theoretical data in order to compare them with the experimental

ones. A more correct operating procedure should account for a different shift for
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7.3 Fermi surface and Charge Density Wave

different electronic states, because the many body effects are not the same for all

the spectral features.

There is also agreement between theory and experiment for the surface band

dispersion in k‖. In Fig. 7.4 the theoretical surface band structure along high

symmetry paths in the SBZ is depicted both for Cu(100) and c(2×2)-Bi/Cu(100).

Theoretical data have been shifted by 0.73 eV, as explained above. This energy

shift is the same as reported for the clean Cu(100) surface in Ref. (9). The

experimental Ii states are superimposed as black lines while the computed surface

states are evidenced by white dashed lines.

Around the Γ point the agreement is quite good. The I5 and I6 states are

characterized by a downward dispersion moving around the centre of the SBZ.

The same holds also for I2 and I1 but with a smaller curvature. While in the

Γ point the superposition between theoretical and experimental results is almost

perfect with the energy shift, in M the applied energy translation is responsible

for a theoretical-experimental discrepancy in the I8 binding energies that would

coincide in absence of the fictitious shift. Note that the I7 peak is split in two

states moving away from Γ. The degeneracy of these two states at Γ occurs only

in the theoretical results, while the experimental ones show two different states,

as an effect of the spin orbit splitting.

Among the theoretical features that have not counterparts in experimental

measurements, the free-electron like state along ΓX is worthy to note. This state,

not observed in ARPES measurements could be responsible for the formation of

a CDW in the system, as will be discussed in next section.

Finally comparing this dispersion with that of Cu(100) the changes already

evidenced previously can be observed, namely the disappearance of the Tamm

state and the general shift of the surface states.

7.3 Fermi surface and Charge Density Wave

The last literature regarding chemical modified surfaces revealed that the phys-

ical properties of these systems are strictly related to their low dimensionality

(112; 148). In particular it was shown that the phase transitions observed for

these adsorbed systems could originate by the instability of the low dimensional
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7. C(2× 2)-BI/CU(100)

electron system induced by the electron-phonon coupling (139). This instabil-

ity is essentially due to the divergence in the response of an electron gas to an

external perturbation with modulation q = 2kF .

The linear response theory provides evidence of such instability as a singularity

in the Lindhard response function, showing that it is more pronounced in low

dimensional systems (137).

In practice the phonons interact with the electron excitations that connect

states at the Fermi level (one occupied and one unoccupied) separated by a wave

vector equal to 2kF . As a consequence, the divergence in the Lindhard response

function can be related to the topology of the Fermi surface, i.e. to the number

of states on the Fermi surface that can be spanned by parallel vectors with mod-

ulus 2kF . The greater is the number of such nesting vectors connecting parallel

branches of the Fermi surface, the greater is the divergent behaviour. For in-

stance, the Fermi surface of materials with one dimensional character consists in

two parallel planes with distance 2kF . This situation is referred as perfect nesting

since the number of nesting vectors is maximized.

Due to the concerted operation of the electron-phonon coupling and the Fermi

surface nesting, the system undergoes a periodic charge redistribution with wave-

vector q. At the same time the phonon mode at 2kF is frozen in, i.e. the static

displacement of the ion cores takes place from the equilibrium position. Such

periodic lattice distortion is commonly referred as Peierls transition (131) associ-

ated to a Charge Density Wave (CDW). The formation of a CDW results in an

energy gain due to the opening of an energy gap at the Fermi level.

Although in more than one dimension the number of nesting vectors is re-

duced, due to the different topology of the Fermi surface, also in realistic systems

the Peierls instability can be the driving mechanism for the surface reconstruc-

tion.

The occurrence of a CDW was invoked to explain for example the surface

reconstructions observed for H on W (164), in NbSe2 (159) and in many sp-block

metals on Cu(100) (see Tab. 1 in Ref. (8) and references therein).

In particular In/Cu(100) exhibits many similarities to the Bi/Cu(100) case,

being characterized by an analogous transition from a c(2 × 2) phase to the

(9
√

2 ×
√

2)R45◦ one. Nakagawa (112) demonstrated that the phase transition
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7.3 Fermi surface and Charge Density Wave

can be explained invoking a generalized nesting condition for the Fermi surface:

Nq = 2kF , where N is an integer. In that case parallel branches of the Fermi

surfaces were connected by a vector of modulus 2kF equal to three times the

shortest modulation vectors q that determines the surface reconstruction.

In order to verify if the phase transitions observed for Bi/Cu(100) can be

related to the formation of a CDW, the Fermi surface proper of the c(2 × 2)

phase has been computed and the nesting condition has been checked. The Fermi

surface has been obtained considering the LDOS at the Fermi level along a series

of parallel paths that span the ΓMX irreducible zone of the SBZ. Along these

paths the kF has been identified and reported in a 2D (kx, ky) plot. Through

symmetry operations the Fermi surface on the whole Brillouin zone has been

reconstructed and it is reported in Fig. 7.6 in an extended zone scheme. The

surface Brillouin zone of c(2× 2)-Bi/Cu(100) corresponds to the blue (solid) line

in the picture.

Let us analyze the origin of the branches observed in the Fermi surface. The

branches along the ΓM direction originate from the theoretical I6 and I7 parabolic

states while that along ΓX is related to the free-electron band observed in that

direction. This feature, named I9 in the following, has been characterized only

from a theoretical point of view while there is no evidence of such a state in the

experimental results. It is related to a surface state, induced by Bi adsorption,

that lies close to the substrate bulk band (see Fig. 7.5 that shows the DOS at the

kF relative to this state).

The shape of the Fermi surface and the physical nature of the states that

contribute to this one suggest that the observed branches originate from the

folding in the c(2×2) SBZ of a nearly free-electron like resonance (Red (solid) line

circumference in the picture). This resonance would generate in an extended zone

scheme a circular shape Fermi surface which is typical of a perfect bi-dimensional

system (see Fig. 7.6). This could explain also the absence of the I9 state in the

experimental measurements. The photoemission spectra are indeed recorded in

an extended zone approach and they have to be folded in order to be compared

with the theoretical ones. Nevertheless the folded experimental surface band

structure could not coincide with the theoretical dispersion, due to the effect of

the photoemission matrix elements. Indeed they could generate an enhancement
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Figure 7.5: The I9 state in the DOS of c(2× 2)-Bi/Cu(100) at the kF relative to

this surface feature. Vertical dashed line evidences the bulk band edge.

of the spectral weight of the states in the c(2× 2) SBZ and a depression of these

ones in the adjacent SBZ. This could be exactly what happens for I9 that, in an

extended zone scheme, lies in the second SBZ.

We will now focus on the criterion for the occurrence of a CDW, i.e. the

nesting of the Fermi surface. In order to verify if there are nesting vectors that

would justify a CDW, let us consider the period of the modulation induced by the

surface reconstruction. In the c(9
√

2×
√

2)R45◦ the two orthogonal modulation

vectors are: q1 = 2π/(9
√
a) and q2 = 2π/

√
a (a is the lattice parameter of

Cu(111)) that are oriented along the [110] and the [110] direction respectively. In

other words the modulation vectors are the sides of the SBZ of the reconstruction.

Searching for a nesting vector that can be related to such modulation, it has been

verified that a generalized nesting condition is almost verified: 3q1 ≈ 2kF along

the ΓX direction, by a vector that connects the parallel branches generated by the

I9 state. In Fig. 7.7, left panel, such a nesting vector is reported (green arrow)

together with the c(9
√

2 ×
√

2)R45◦ SBZ (green solid line). The not perfect

nesting could be ascribed to the absence in the theoretical calculation of the spin
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7.3 Fermi surface and Charge Density Wave

Γ
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X

Figure 7.6: Fermi surface (empty circles) of c(2× 2)-Bi/Cu(100) in an extended

zone scheme. The blue (solid) line corresponds to the c(2× 2) SBZ. Dashed lines

indicate the (1 × 1) SBZ. The red (solid) circumference is the free electron like

resonance that generates the observed Fermi surface.

Figure 7.7: Nesting condition for the Fermi surface, relative to the c(9
√

2 ×√
2)R45◦ (left) and p(10×10) (right) reconstructions. The green lines and arrows

indicate respectively the SBZ of the reconstructions and the nesting vector.
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7. C(2× 2)-BI/CU(100)

orbit term. Including such a correction the surface states are expected to split in

doublet and one of the two resulting states might satisfy perfectly the generalized

nesting condition.

For what concerns the p(10 × 10) reconstruction the modulation vectors are

q1 = q2 = 2π/(10a) along the [100] and [010] direction. In this case a generalized

nesting condition 8q1,2 = 2kF is exactly satisfied, involving the branches generated

by the I7 state (see green arrow in Fig. 7.7, right panel).

Concluding this analysis we can suppose that, in analogy with the In/Cu(100),

the driven mechanism for the surface reconstructions observed for Bi/Cu(100)

could be a CDW transition.
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Chapter 8

p(1× 1)-O/Fe(100)

The aim of this chapter is to show how the ab initio electronic properties calcu-

lated in the embedding approach can be used as a support to the experimental

measurements. In particular a simulation of STM and STS images will be shown,

recently employed in a joint experimental-theoretical study. The system chosen

for such kind of analysis is a thin oxygen film (1 ML) on Fe(100) which is char-

acterized by the formation of an ordered p(1× 1) phase (104). The adsorption of

oxygen on iron surfaces has been the object of a large number of both theoretical

and experimental works. The scientific relevance of such a system is motivated by

the interest in understanding the physical basis of processes like corrosion, pas-

sivation, oxidation that characterize the iron surfaces and that have important

consequences in technological applications (145). The magnetic character of the

substrate leads to notable magnetic effects when ultra-thin films of oxygen are

grown on the iron surface. For example it was demonstrated that in such systems

the surface magnetization is enhanced, while the oxygen atoms acquire a small

induced magnetic moment (30; 33). In addition the adsorption of oxygen gives

an example of ferromagnetic coupling between the adsorbates and the surface.

These properties, together with the low dimensionality of the system, are suit-

able for application in the field of nano-technology and in the industry of magnetic

recording (156). Ultra-thin oxygen films on Fe (100) have been extensively stud-

ied through a large number of experimental techniques. Among them STM and

STS techniques proved extremely useful in order to perform a nanometer-scale

investigation of both the surface atomic structure and the spatial distribution of
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8. P (1× 1)-O/FE(100)

the electronic states at the Fermi level. In addition the recent introduction of the

spin resolution in these techniques opens the way to a magnetic characterization

of the surface. An accurate analysis of the experimental results can exploits the

ab initio simulation of the tunneling current.

Although an appropriate description of the tunneling current takes into ac-

count the electronic structure of both the sample and the tip, the Tersoff-Hamman

approach allows to connect this quantity directly to the DOS of the sample at

the Fermi level, considering a constant density of states for the tip. Before show-

ing the STS and STM simulations a brief analysis of the electronic properties of

the system will be performed, this being a fundamental preliminary step for the

complete understanding of the simulations.

8.1 Ab initio electronic structure calculation

The ab initio calculation has been performed including in the embedded region

four atomic layers of Fe, the oxygen overlayer and 11 Å of vacuum. It has been

verified that in such a magnetic system four substrate layers in the embedded

region are necessary to guarantee the correct matching with the unperturbed

bulk, in term of potential and local magnetic moment. The surface relaxation

has been taken as reported by Ref. (30). For the parameters of the calculation,

the cutoff for the FLAPW basis set has been chosen equal to 11.6 Ry, while

the maximum angular momentum for the expansion in the muffin tins was fixed

equal to 9. The muffin tins radii are equal to 1.2 Å and 0.85 Å for O and Fe,

respectively. The surface Brillouin zone has been sampled with a (18×18) regular

mesh which reduces to 55 independent k‖ points. Note that with respect to the

K/Cu(111) overlayer, the Brillouin zone is larger, so that more k‖ points in the

mesh are necessary. The DOS have been calculated introducing an imaginary

part of energy in the calculation, equal to 5 meV.

Finally the PBE-GGA approximation has been used for the exchange-correlation

term. It is indeed well known that LDA is not appropriate for magnetic systems.

In order to analyze briefly the electronic properties of the system, the surface

band structure evaluated in different volumes has been reported in Fig. 8.1. The

graphical representation adopted here reproduces the DOS at every k‖ point
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8.1 Ab initio electronic structure calculation

using a colorimetric scale. In particular, bright yellow region corresponds to

higher values of the DOS while dark red-blue colours mean a small number of

states. Note that in this representation the energy gaps (zero states) should be

black. Nevertheless the black colour is fixed at the lower limit of the scale used

for the DOS values. Consequently black areas may not correspond to energy gaps

but also to very low-density areas. In the plots of Fig. 8.1 a logarithmic scale for

the DOS has been used, that shows both small and large values of the density of

states. In order to appreciate the difference between surface states and bulk states

the surface band structure has been evaluated in different volumes: in the upper

panel the LDOS in the inner ”bulk” Fe muffin tins is reported while the second

and third panel are relative to the sub-surface Fe and O muffin tins, respectively.

Finally the last panel shows the band structure in the volume outside the surface.

Note that in this region the DOS is smaller than within the surface, so that a

re-scaling of the data is necessary in order to appreciate the colour differences at

different energies and k‖. Let us now analyze the main properties of the surface

band structure referring to the Γ point. First of all, due to the magnetic character

of the system, the majority component (left panel) differs by the minority one

(right panel). The former is characterized by the d band of iron between −3 eV

and −1 eV. In the minority component the d band extends between −0.5 eV and

2 eV and is partially unoccupied. This imbalance between the two components

produces a magnetic moment equal to 2.23 µB in the bulk and also higher at

the surface where the energy separation between the two spin components results

larger. In addition to the d band the continuum of s states can be identified.

This corresponds to regions marked by the red colour, i.e. characterized by

lower values of the DOS, the s states being delocalized. In addition to the bulk

states there are also surface features in the surface band structure. These ones

becomes more evident considering the outermost muffin tins, due to their spatial

localization in the surface region. Considering the sub-surface Fe atom and the

O muffin tin the spectral weight of some features progressively grows while other

ones become less intense. These bright states correspond to surface states that

can be a property of the iron surface or induced by the adsorption of oxygen.

In particular at Γ majority-spin surface states can be identified at −3, −1.6 and

−0.8 eV. The minority-spin surface features are found at higher energies, namely
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Figure 8.1: Surface band structure of p(1 × 1)-O/Fe(100) evaluated in different

volumes. a) inner Fe atom; b) sub-surface Fe atom; c) O atom; d) vacuum region

outside the surface.
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at −0.35 eV, in a 1 eV range above the Fermi level and at 1.7 and 2.1 eV. The

surface band structure in the vacuum shows that these surface features extend

spatially also outside the surface where they progressively decay. The advantage

of such colorimetric representation of the LDOS is that in addition to show the

relative intensity of the electronic states it allows to appreciate also their linewidth

which is a peculiarity of the embedding method. In fact, differently from supercell

calculations that gives a surface band structure composed by a series of discrete

states, the ab initio calculation presented here allows to distinguish the sharp

features (yellow narrow line) from the resonances (for example the broad line at

−2 eV in the minority component) and from the continuous of bulk states (violet

background).

8.2 STS and STM simulation

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Spectroscopy (STS) are two power-

ful experimental techniques based on the concept of quantum tunneling. They

measure the tunneling current that flows between the sampled surface and a con-

ducting tip, upon the application of a bias voltage. The tunneling current can be

written as (155):

I(V ) = A

∫ eV

0

T (E, V, z)ρS(E)ρT (E − eV )dE (8.1)

where ρS and ρT are the sample and tip LDOS, V is the applied bias, T is the

barrier transmission coefficient and A is a proportionality dimensional coefficient.

The STS approach consists in a spectroscopic application of scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy. It measures the I − V spectrum or the differential conductivity

dI(V )/dV with the purpose to extract the density of states of the system. This is

contained in a non obvious way in STS data, and a proper understanding of the

overall features of the system (sample+tip) is mandatory in order to obtain quan-

titative information. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to

tackle this problem. A common feature of these methods is that they are mostly

based on a one-dimensional (1D) Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) description
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Figure 8.2: Experimental STS image of p(1 × 1)-O/Fe(100). For details about

the set-point of the measure see Ref. (43)

of the tunneling current. Within such a formalism the following approximated

expression holds (129):

ρT (0)ρS(eV ) ∝ dI/dV

TS
(8.2)

where TS is a symmetric combination of the barrier transmission coefficient. Thus,

assuming a nearly constant DOS for the tip in the measured region, the LDOS

of the sample can be extracted normalizing the differential conductivity to the

transmission coefficient. This method has been applied recently to the STS data

of p(1× 1)-O/Fe and the result, taken from Ref. (43), is shown in Fig. 8.2. The

STS image shows two features at −0.5 eV and +0.9 eV respectively. The physical

nature of such peaks is not immediately clear. In particular, dealing with a mag-

netic system, it would be interesting to assign them to the minority or majority

component. Although the recent development of spin polarized scanning tunnel-

ing microscopy allows such analysis, a theoretical investigation can be predictive

in this sense.

In order to simulate the STS spectra we have considered the DOS of the

system in the surface Brillouin zone, evaluated in the two topmost surface layers.

This is reported in the upper panel of Fig. 8.3. The total DOS exhibits a peak
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at +0.8 eV and a double feature at about −2 eV. Regarding the spin resolved

component the former is related to the minority spin states, while the latter is

due to the majority component. Although the agreement with the STS data

is quite good above the Fermi level, the DOS does not give any trace of the

structure at −0.5. This is probably due to the fact that this contribution is lost

in the integration in the whole Brillouin zone. Indeed it is commonly recognized

in literature that the STS probing method seems to be more sensitive for the

states around the Γ point due to their slower decay in vacuum. As a consequence

a better simulation of the STS data should give larger weight to the states near

the centre of the SBZ. Trying to apply this concept, the integration of the DOS

has been limited to 1/5 of the SBZ and the result is shown in the lower panel

of Fig. 8.3. Adopting such a procedure a new feature just below the Fermi level

appears which can be associated to the two peaks observed experimentally. Also

in this case it is a minority spin contribution. Indeed both the two peaks observed

can be associated with the to the minority component surface states near to the

Fermi level, as can be seen by Fig. 8.1. The dispersion of such states is nearly

flat at Γ while it grows near the SBZ edge, in particular for the occupied states.

Thus, by integrating in the SBZ their contribution is spread over a large energy

range and it is quenched. The integration in a surface restricted area instead

allows to consider only the nearly flat dispersion around the SBZ centre, giving

a more intense peak upon integration.

In conclusion the ab initio LDOS suitably integrated in the SBZ can account

for the experimental findings and can also give information on the spin character

of the observed features.

In the STM measurements the tip spans the sample in order to produce a real

space image of the surface topology. Two operating modes are possible: constant

current and constant height mode. In the first the tip is vertically adjusted in

such a way that the current always stays constant. As the current is proportional

to the local density of states, the tip follows a contour of a constant density of

states during scanning. A kind of a topographic image of the surface is generated

by recording the vertical position of the tip.
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Figure 8.3: Theoretical simulation of the STS image of p(1× 1)-O/Fe(100).
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Figure 8.4: Constant current STM image of p(1 × 1)-O/Fe(100) and theoretical

simulation from Ref. (43)

In the constant height mode the vertical position of the tip is not changed.

This mode is only appropriate for atomically flat surfaces as otherwise a tip

crash would be inevitable. Among the STM disadvantages one can mention the

complexity of the results interpretation for some surfaces since the surface image

received in the STM investigation mode is determined not only by the surface

relief but also by the density of states and by the decay of the electronic wave-

functions in vacuum.

In the right panel of Fig. 8.4 is reported the constant-current STM image of

the p(1× 1)-O/Fe(100) surface and the line profile along the horizontal direction

across the bright spots. More details about the experimental set point can be

found in Ref. (43). The assignment of the bright spots to O or Fe atoms is

not obvious, being dependent both on the atomic protrusion and by the density

of states at the Fermi level. A theoretical simulation can aid in this sense. In

the right panel of Fig. 8.4 the simulation of constant current STM is reported.

This can be obtained as a byproduct of the ab initio embedding calculation,

evaluating the charge density, i.e. the integrated density of states, in an energy

range from the Fermi level to eVbias (in this case eVbias=0.1 eV). Simulating a

constant current image, a cutoff value for the charge density is fixed and the

constant density surfaces are plotted, that show the surface corrugation. Because
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Figure 8.5: Theoretical simulation of spin-resolved STM image of p(1 × 1)-

O/Fe(100).

the position of the atoms in the surface cell is known and fixed as input data, the

theoretical simulation allows to identify the bright spots with the oxygen atoms.

This demonstrates that the geometrical aspect, i.e. the protrusion of the oxygen

atoms in vacuum dominates electronic factors, i.e. the density of states at the

Fermi level which is higher in the subsurface Fe atoms.

Nevertheless it has been demonstrated recently that this behaviour holds only

for small distances (136).

Indeed the tip-surface distance in both the experimental and theoretical STM

images shown above has been estimated of the order of 2 Å. Further experimental

STM images have revealed a corrugation reversal, i.e. the inversion between

bright and dark spots when the tip is at higher distances (larger than 5 Å).

This evidence has been obtained using a defect as reference in the measurements.

Although the theoretical simulation at larger distances is not reliable, due to

the local nature of the GGA approximation used, that not allows to describe

the long range behaviour of the charge density, some qualitative considerations

can explain the physical nature of such corrugation reversal. The cause has

to be found in what we have called previously the electronic factor. Indeed the

electronic states at the Fermi level which are responsible for the tunneling current,

display a different decay toward vacuum in front of O and Fe. In particular the
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8.2 STS and STM simulation

electrostatic potential that acts on the electrons outside the surface is lower in

front of the Fe sites and higher on O. This is indeed due to the charge transfer

from Fe to O. As a consequence the electronic wave-functions decay more slowly

in front of Fe than on O and are more detectable at higher distances.

Another interesting information that can be furnished by the theoretical sim-

ulation is related to the spin character of the tunneling current. Indeed the DFT

calculation treats separately the majority and minority component of the charge

density so that two different images can be produced. They are reported in

Fig. 8.5.

In the majority component the O atoms are imaged with brighter spots than

in the minority one. In addition in the image on the right the dark spots are

found along the [110] direction. In the minority component image they are along

[100] and [010] directions while a local maximum is observed along the diagonal

of the surface cell.

This kind of simulation has a predictive role for the spin dependent STM

images that could be obtained with a spin polarized STM.
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Conclusions

Concluding this thesis work we would like to briefly summarize the step carried

out in the treatment of adsorbates on metal surfaces and to make final remarks

regarding the use of the embedding method to study the spectral properties of

reduced symmetry systems.

In the first part of this thesis, after a general introduction on the embedding

method, a theoretical framework for single adatom on metal surfaces has been

presented.

The embedding approach for adsorption, already available for adatom on jel-

lium, has been implemented for surfaces described by the modulated 1D Chulkov

potential, that reproduces the experimental energy gap and the main surface

states.

Within such a framework we have studied alkali adatoms on Cu(111) surface

as a prototype system for adsorption, and a single Ba atom on the same surface

as an example of two valence electron adatom.

The spectral properties of these systems have been characterized through the

analysis of their local density of states and charge density distributions also as a

function of the adsorption distance.

This first part was mainly focused on the conceptual problem of treating the

single adatom adsorption from a theoretical point of view.

In this sense the embedding method represents a powerful tool because it

allows us to describe an atom which is really isolated on the surface or, in other

words, that interacts with a really semi-infinite solid.

The capability to describe the hybridization between atomic levels and con-

tinuous bulk bands enables the estimate of the elastic linewidth of the observed

features. This is not the only advantage of the approach used in this thesis. A
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further gain comes from the use of the Chulkov potential. Although this 1D

potential is a quite simplified model for the surface, it accounts for the more rele-

vant aspects of the spectral properties of single adatoms on surfaces. In particular

it gives an appropriate description of the substrate band structure at Γ that is

of primary importance for an accurate characterization of the adatom induced

features.

On the other hand the lack of translational invariance upon single atom ad-

sorption, that requires an integration on the whole surface Brillouin zone, justifies

the use of a 1D potential that neglects the surface corrugation.

We have verified that the use of the Chulkov potential considerably improves

the description of the spectral properties of single adatoms on metal surfaces. For

example the correct reproduction of the work function allows a correct estimate of

the binding energy of the atomic resonances. In addition the presence of an energy

gap in the surface projected electronic structure of the substrate has notable

consequences on the lifetime of the atomic resonances. The Chulkov potential

allows us to consider this effect giving an elastic linewidth for the resonances that

lie in the energy gap which is considerably smaller than in other approaches.

The second part of this thesis concerns to the study of overlayers on metal

surfaces. Dealing with ordered bi-dimensional crystal structures the embedding

implementation for realistic systems has been exploited. The electronic prop-

erties of p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111), c(2 × 2)-Bi/Cu(100) and p(1 × 1)-O/Fe(100) are

characterized.

This second part has a more applicative aim with respect to the former. The

theoretical analysis has been performed as a support of experimental findings

regarding both the spectral properties of the overlayers, determined for example

by AR-2PPE, and the surface topology of the studied systems. In particular for

p(2 × 2)-K/Cu(111) the k‖ dependence of the elastic linewidth of the overlayer

features can be regarded as the most relevant result concerning this system, being

strictly related to the characteristics of the method adopted. As a byproduct of

the self consistent embedding calculation the Fermi surface of c(2×2)-Bi/Cu(100)

has been computed confirming the hypothesis of a CDW driven phase transition

for this chemically modified metal surface. In addition STS and STM images of

p(1×1)-O/Fe(100 have been simulated in order to explain the experimental results
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and then give additional information about the spin character of the recorded

signals.

The theoretical analysis performed in the final chapters highlights the accu-

racy of the embedding approach in reproducing the experimental results and also

the predictive capabilities of the method.

In conclusion this thesis work shows that an effective theoretical characteriza-

tion of the electronic properties of reduced symmetry systems certainly requires a

suitable description of the element responsible of the symmetry reduction (atom,

overlayer, defect) but can not disregard an appropriate reproduction of the spec-

tral properties of the underlying substrate.
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Appendix A

The transfer matrix technique is used to find the solution ψ(z) of the unperturbed

Schrödinger equation:

−1

2

d2ψ(z)

dz2
+ V (z)ψ(z) = Eψ(z) (A.1)

where V(z) is a periodic potential of period as The required solution, that

satisfy the Floquet-Bloch condition:

ψ(z + as) = λψ(z) (A.2)

can be written as a linear combination of two independent solutions of A.1

ψ(x) = αφ1(z) + βφ2(z) (A.3)

where φ1 and φ2 satisfy:{
φ1(z + as) = c11φ1(z) + c12φ2(z)
φ2(z + as) = c21φ1(z) + c22φ2(z)

(A.4)

or in matrix notation: (
φ1(as)
φ2(as)

)
= T

(
φ1(0)
φ2(0)

)
. (A.5)

By choosing special boundary conditions:

φ1(0) = 0 φ′1(0) = 1
φ2(0) = 1 φ′2(0) = 0

(A.6)
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it is possible to relate the T-matrix coefficients to the values of the φ1, φ2 solutions

at as:

T =

(
φ1(as) φ2(as)
φ′1(as) φ′2(as)

)
. (A.7)

Applying condition A.2 to the A.3 and considering the coefficient of φ1 and φ2

on both sides one obtains:

λα = c11α + c21β
λβ = c12α + c22β
.

(A.8)

In matrix notation: (
c11 c21

c21 c22

)(
α
β

)
= λ

(
α
β

)
. (A.9)

For which there are non-trivial solution if det |Cij − λ1| = 0.

Being the Wronskian W (φ1, φ2) a constant quantity, the two eigenvalues λ1

and λ2 of the system satisfy:

λ1λ2 = 1. (A.10)

Combining this condition with the Floquet-Bloch solutions features the two

eigenvalues can be defined as:

λ1 = eikz λ2 = e−ikz (A.11)

where k is the generalized momentum.

The final step that provides the desired solution consists in determining the

eigenvector α, β and consequently ψ(z).

Being ψ(z) = uk(z)eikz one can easily obtain the uk(z) in order to decompose

the logarithmic derivative in the following way:

G−1
0 (zs, zs, E) = ik +

d log(uk(z, E))

dz

∣∣∣∣∣
zs

. (A.12)
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